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Abstract
We consider flavor constraints on, and collider signatures of, Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) via
higher dimension operators. In the supersymmetric models we consider, R-parity violating (RPV)
operators carrying B−L interact with n dark matter (DM) particlesX through an interaction of the
form W = XnOB−L, where OB−L = q`dc, ucdcdc, ``ec. This interaction ensures that the lightest
ordinary supersymmetric particle (LOSP) is unstable to decay into the X sector, leading to a
higher multiplicity of final state particles and reduced missing energy at a collider. Flavor-violating
processes place constraints on the scale of the higher dimension operator, impacting whether the
LOSP decays promptly. While the strongest limitations on RPV from n− n¯ oscillations and proton
decay do not apply to ADM, we analyze the constraints from meson mixing, µ−e conversion, µ→ 3e
and b → s`+`−. We show that these flavor constraints, even in the absence of flavor symmetries,
allow parameter space for prompt decay to the X sector, with additional jets and leptons in exotic
flavor combinations. We study the constraints from existing 8 TeV LHC SUSY searches with
(i) 2-6 jets plus missing energy, and (ii) 1-2 leptons, 3-6 jets plus missing energy, comparing the
constraints on ADM-extended supersymmetry with the usual supersymmetric simplified models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The notion that Dark Matter (DM) may be related to the baryon asymmetry originates
from a time almost as early as the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) paradigm
itself [1, 2]. In these models, a mechanism sets the DM and baryon asymmetries such that
nX − nX¯ ∼ nb − nb¯, where nX , nX¯ are the DM and anti-DM number densities, and nb, nb¯
are the baryon and anti-baryon asymmetries. Since the ratio of DM to baryon densities is
observed to be ρDM/ρB ∼ 5, this suggests mX ∼ 5mp ' 5 GeV, where mX is the DM mass
and mp is the proton mass. Thus in these models, the natural mass scale for the DM is
around 1-10 times the proton mass, significantly below the weak scale.
The idea that the DM and baryon densities have a common mechanism setting their
densities is a simple and compelling framework. The challenge for a model of DM that relates
the DM and baryon asymmetries is, however, that it must satisfy the many requirements
from our observations of the weak scale and below. Many of the earliest models, especially
those making use of electroweak sphalerons [3–5], had become highly constrained by these
observations, particularly those from LEP, making models of DM relating the DM and
baryon asymmetries observationally less than compelling.
Employing ideas from hidden sector model building [6], the Asymmetric Dark Matter
(ADM) paradigm [7] showed how to evade these constraints by making use of higher dimen-
sion operators OB−L which carry no Standard Model (SM) gauge charge but carry B − L.
These operators are connected to the DM sector via higher dimension operators
OADM = OB−LOX
Mn+m−4
, (I.1)
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where OB−L has dimension m and OX has dimension n. The operators in Eq. I.1 share a
primordial matter-anti-matter asymmetry between the visible and DM sectors, realizing the
relationship nX −nX¯ ∼ nb−nb¯. For a review and list of references of DM models employing
the higher dimension operators, see [8].
ADM can be embedded within supersymmetry (SUSY), which stabilizes the ADM particle
via R-parity, and limits the types of operators in the superpotential. The simplest (lowest
dimension) superpotential operators for OB−L are the R-parity violating (RPV) operators
WB−L = `H, ucdcdc, q`dc, ``ec, (I.2)
where ` is a SM lepton doublet, H the Higgs doublet, uc, dc right-handed anti-quarks,
ec a right-handed charged anti-lepton, and q is a quark doublet. The simplest form of
superpotential operators for OX is X, so that the simplest ADM interactions take the form
WADM = X`H,
Xucid
c
jd
c
k
Mijk
,
Xqi`jd
c
k
Mijk
,
X`i`je
c
k
Mijk
, (I.3)
where now we have explicitly included a flavor index i, j, k on the generic scale of the
operator M .
These interactions are centrally important for the collider phenomenology of ADM-
extended SUSY models. The interactions in Eq. (I.3) induce decay of the lightest ordinary
supersymmetric particle (LOSP) to the DM particle, through the processes shown in Fig. 1.
This implies that, in comparison to the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM),
the missing energy is reduced while the multiplicity of final state particles increases, so that
experimental sensitivity to ADM models can be very different in SUSY searches at the LHC.
A number of theories, such as Hidden Valleys [6, 9], MeV DM [10], RPV [11] and Stealth
SUSY [12, 13], have already aimed to evade SUSY constraints by reducing the missing energy
and increasing the number of final state particles. While ADM models have similar structure
in their collider signatures, they also have a potentially wider range of flavor signatures.
Whether such signatures are realized at a collider depends on whether the LOSP is
unstable to decay to the X sector before the LOSP exits the detector. The lifetime of
the LOSP is set by its nature (e.g. squark, neutralino or slepton), by the supersymmetric
spectrum, and, most importantly, by the scale M of the operator. The scale M can be
strongly constrained by flavor physics, in a way similar to RPV. Taken alone, without
additional flavor structure, the RPV operators in Eq. (I.2) are known to have disastrous
effects in, e.g., proton decay and neutron–anti-neutron (n− n¯) oscillations [14].
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FIG. 1: Decay of a squark LOSP directly through the interaction of Eq. (I.3), and decay of a
neutralino LOSP through an off-shell squark for q`dc models. Here, the quark flavors q and q′
are generically different. x˜ denotes the scalar component of the ADM supermultiplet X. Decay
of a slepton LOSP and a neutralino LOSP through an off-shell squark is also given by the same
diagrams trading a squark and a lepton with a slepton and a quark, respectively.
There are, however, several important differences between ADM operators and RPV
operators. First of all, with the presence of OX , R-parity is no longer violated, if the
operator OX itself carries R-parity of -1. This new R-parity stabilizes the lightest R-parity
odd scalar, x˜, of supermultiplet X. Second, DM now effectively carries baryon or lepton
number, so that globally B and L are not violated. That forbids n − n¯ oscillations as well
as proton decay (when the X fermion is heavier than the proton). For certain types of X
sectors, the DM can induce proton decay, but it must be catalyzed by the DM, and for this
to happen frequently enough to be observable, the scale M must be quite low, around a TeV
[15, 16]. Thus the worst of the usual constraints on RPV is lifted for ADM.
Depending on the flavor structure of the model and the UV completion, however, the
scales Mijk in Eq. (I.3) are still constrained by meson oscillations, by flavor changing pro-
cesses such as b → s`+`−, and by various types of lepton flavor violation such as µ → e
conversion and µ→ 3e.
The flavor structure, and the corresponding constraints on the scale of the operator, thus
has important implications for the collider signatures of ADM. As we will see, for example,
the lifetime of a pure Bino neutralino at the LHC through the operator Xq`dc and an
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intermediate right-handed d-squark is roughly
cτ ∼ (200 mm)×
(
M
100 TeV
)2 ( mq˜
500 GeV
)4(100 GeV
mχ0
)7
, (I.4)
where mq˜ is the mass of the intermediate squark and M is the scale of the Xq`d
c operator.
Depending on the constraints on M and mq˜, χ
0 may be collider stable though cosmologically
unstable. Therefore, it is important to consider constraints from a displaced secondary vertex
search for generic ADM models. Previously, some lifetime estimates have been made using
naive dimensional analysis [7, 17], but it is desirable to refine the displaced vertex analysis.
The goal of this paper is to study the flavor structure and constraints on ADM and its
implications for collider searches for SUSY. We compute the flavor constraints on the scale M
of the operator, relate these constraints to the lifetime of the LOSP, and derive constraints
on the ADM-extended MSSM from standard SUSY searches. Unlike many recent efforts
to lift constraints on RPV operator coefficients through flavor structures [18, 19], we will
assume no flavor symmetry, but rather examine the range of possible signatures that could
arise in a general flavor structure. Note that the flavor constraints we place on DM in ADM
models will have applications to many models with flavorful DM [20–24], because the UV
completion of the ADM models we consider contain some of the same interactions.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we carry out a thorough analysis
of the flavor structure of all three ADM models (q`dc, ucdcdc, ``ec) for the simplest UV
completions (except for the `H model which is essentially a model with a right-handed
neutrino). We extract constraints on the general scale M of the ADM operator from various
flavor processes. We highlight the results in Sec. II, and provide details of our flavor analysis
in Appendix A. Next, in Sec. III, we examine the implications of the flavor constraints on M
for the LOSP lifetime at the LHC. We give details in Appendix B of exact expressions for
the lifetime of the LOSP through three and four body decays (for which Eq. (I.4) is only an
approximate proxy). We show that prompt, displaced, and collider stable signatures are all
possible consistent with flavor constraints, even in the absence of a flavor symmetry. Then,
in Sec. IV, we carry out a detailed analysis of the constraints on this model from existing
searches assuming prompt LOSP decays. We compare the constraints in the standard SUSY
searches against those for ADM for 8 TeV LHC analyses utilizing (i) 0 lepton plus 2-6 jets
plus missing energy, and (ii) 1-2 leptons plus 3-6 jets plus missing energy. We thus lay firm
groundwork for a more exhaustive analysis of SUSY ADM signatures at the LHC in the
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future, before concluding in Sec. V.
II. OPERATORS AND THEIR FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS
We begin our study by discussing the UV completions for each higher dimension operator
in Eq. (I.3), assessing the impact from flavor constraints on the scale M of the operators
in WADM. As we will see in Section III, a careful computation of the lifetime of the LOSP
shows that only when the scale of the operator in Eq. (I.3) is M & 100 TeV will the
decay of a neutralino LOSP be collider stable, or displaced, at the LHC (though the details
depend on the supersymmetric spectrum of the model). Thus for phenomenological study
of prompt decays at the LHC, we are mostly interested in flavor constraints that require
M & mM/λ2 & 10−100 TeV, whereM is determined from a UV completion bymM , the mass
of the mediator being integrated out to generate the operator, and λ2, a product of couplings
of that mediator to SM states and the DM. We summarize the results for constraints derived
from meson oscillations, µ − e conversion, µ → 3e and b → s`+`− including Bs → `+`− in
this section, and refer the reader to Appendix A for the details of our computations. K− K¯
mixing provides, in many cases (except for the X``ec operator), the strongest constraint.
We emphasize that we take a conservative approach without assuming a flavor structure,
since there are many ways to relax flavor constraints by imposing a flavor structure on the
model. For example, since both meson oscillations and lepton flavor constrain products of
couplings to different generations, if the couplings to one of the generations is much larger
than to the other generations the constraints will be considerably relaxed. In the case of
meson oscillations the usefulness of this change is somewhat limited, however, since rotating
from a flavor basis to the mass basis will induce couplings to the other generations which
are generically not small unless the flavor and mass bases are closely aligned (which would
constitute a tuning in the absence of a flavor symmetry). In such cases, a flavor symmetry can
alleviate these constraints. Therefore, our results on flavor constraints and the corresponding
discussion of displaced vertices from LOSP decay must be taken as conservative. Even
without the assumption of a flavor symmetry, we will find that prompt flavor violating decays
of the LOSP are still possible at the LHC. In addition, deriving constraints in the absence
of a flavor symmetry leaves open the interesting possibility for exotic flavor signatures at
the LHC.
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A. Xq`dc
We begin by analyzing the Xq`dc operator, assuming only one flavor of DM:
WADM =
Xqi`jd
c
k
Mijk
. (II.5)
There are three UV completions at the renormalizable level:
W (D) = λiXDXd
c
iD + λ
ij
DD
cqi`j +mDDD
c, (II.6)
W (L) = λiXLX`iL
c + λijLLqid
c
j +mLLL
c (II.7)
W (Q) = λiXQXqiQ
c + λijQQ`id
c
j +mQQQ
c, (II.8)
where i, j, k are generation indices. Note that the effective scale of W is determined by
Mijk = mM/(λ
i
XMλ
jk
M) (II.9)
for a mediator M = D, L, Q with mass mM . This relation also holds for the UV completion,
given an appropriate mediator M , of the Xucdcdc and X``ec operators, as will be shown
in the next subsections. In these expressions, as throughout this paper, a lowercase letter
indicates a SM field and an uppercase letter represents exotic heavy states, which are inte-
grated out to generate the higher dimension operator. Note that we define fields in the mass
eigenstate basis here. For simplicity, we consider only one flavor of DM, as well as a single
pair of heavy mediator fields (D,Dc), (L,Lc) or (Q,Qc). If we extend this simple model
with multiple DM flavors or multiple mediator states, we have more freedom in assigning a
flavor structure that could lift some of the flavor constraints that we study, but we do not
pursue this direction. We also assume only one of the UV completions is dominant, and we
will label the UV completion by the state which is being integrated out. Our results do not
qualitatively change if we consider mixed UV completions.
We consider the constraints on Xq`dc derived from K− K¯, D− D¯, B− B¯ mixing, µ− e
conversion, µ→ 3e and b→ s`+`− in turn.
1. Meson Mixing
Both tree and loop level processes give rise to meson mixing through the UV completions
for the operator in Eq. (II.5). Sample processes are shown in Fig. 2. While the tree level
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FIG. 2: Diagrams contributing to K − K¯ mixing in Xq`dc models. Diagrams (a) - (e) contribute
to (s¯RdL)(s¯LdR). Diagrams (f) - (h) contribute to (s¯Rγ
µdR)
2. Diagrams (i) - (k) contribute to
(s¯Lγ
µdL)
2. For (s¯L,Rγ
µdL,R)
2, we only show a representative diagram for each UV completion.
Here, we use 2-component spinor notation to reduce confusion.
processes in principle give rise to a stronger constraint on the mediator mass, they do
not constrain the DM coupling λXM to the UV particle M , nor do they constrain all UV
completions (the D and Q UV completions are untouched by the tree level constraint). An
exhaustive compilation of the couplings constrained by K − K¯, D − D¯ and B − B¯ mixing
is given in Table V in Appendix A; we highlight the conclusions here.
Meson mixing is most strongly constraining for the operator (s¯RdL)(s¯LdR)/Λ
2, where
K − K¯ mixing gives Λ & 2× 104 TeV [25]. For the L UV completion, Fig. 2a will generate
K − K¯ mixing at tree level, λ12L λ12L
m2
L˜
(s¯RdL)(s¯LdR). For Bd and Bs meson mixing, we also have
similar tree-level diagrams generating left-right operators, which have stringent constraints
as summarized in Appendix A, Table V. Nevertheless, we note that only the LUV completion
is constrained for a very limited combination of couplings by meson mixing at tree level.
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FIG. 3: Diagrams contributing to µ − e conversion in Xq`dc models. We show only a typical
one-loop diagram for each UV completion. For a more complete set of diagrams, see Appendix A.
Loop diagrams, on the other hand, probe a wider array of flavor-changing couplings,
since any of the superpartner flavors may appear in the loop. In some cases, they also probe
precisely the combination of couplings that enters into Mijk which ultimately determines
whether decays are prompt or displaced at the LHC. Contributions to OA = (s¯RγµdR)2/Λ2A,
(s¯Lγ
µdL)
2/Λ2A and OB(s¯LdR)(s¯RdL)/Λ2B occur, and the loop functions which characterize the
constraints are detailed in Appendix A. In the limit that the fermions and the scalars in the
loop have a common mass mF and mφ respectively, the amplitude simplifies considerably:
1
Λ2A
∼ λ
4
64pi2
(
m2F +m
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)2
− 2m
2
Fm
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)3
log
(
m2F
m2φ
))
(II.10)
1
Λ2B
∼ λ
4m2F
16pi2
(
− 2
(m2F −m2φ)2
+
m2F +m
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)3
log
(
m2F
m2φ
))
,
where λ2 represents the appropriate combination of couplings shown in Table V for am-
plitudes having structure corresponding to operators A and B. The constraint on ΛB &
2 × 104 TeV is strongest and corresponds to a limit on the parameters of the UV comple-
tion mM/λ
2 & 1000 TeV. While it is not a universal constraint on all the couplings to all
generations, as can be seen in Table V, it is the most severe constraint on Mijk.
2. µ− e conversion, µ→ 3e, Bs → `+`− and b→ s`+`−
Lepton flavor violation may also constrain the UV completions of the ADM operators
with heavy states Q, L, D. The strongest constraints are derived from µ − e conversion,
and are summarized in Appendix A 2 in Table VI. At tree level, the D UV completion and
the Q UV completion have contributions to µ − e conversion through diagrams shown in
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Fig. 3, resulting in the operators
−1
2
λ11Dλ
12
D
m2
D˜
(e¯Lγ
ρµL)(u¯LγρuL) , for (D), (II.11)
−1
2
λ11Q λ
21
Q
m2
Q˜
(e¯Lγ
ρµL)(d¯RγρdR) , for (Q),
where we rearrange spinors using the Fierz identities, (e¯Lu
c
R)(u¯
c
RµL) = −12(e¯LγρµL)(u¯LγρuL)
and (e¯LdR)(d¯RµL) = −12(e¯LγρµL)(d¯RγρdR). The branching ratio of µ − e conversion is
obtained for the various nuclei, and can be translated into the value for Al, BrµN→eN(Z =
13) ≤ 10−12 (see Appendix A 2). We then derive the constraint
mD˜√
λ11Dλ
12
D
≥ 290 TeV, mQ˜√
λ11Q λ
21
Q
≥ 210 TeV. (II.12)
The number of coefficients constrained by the tree level process is, however, limited. On the
other hand, loop level contributions, as also shown in Fig. 3, constrain all three UV com-
pletions for various combinations of couplings. These are detailed exhaustively in Table VI
in Appendix A 2. At loop level, the constraints on M from µ− e conversion are at the level
of 10-100 TeV, and therefore not important from the point of view of displaced vertices at
the LHC. µ→ eγ and µ→ 3e appear only at loop level and also are not strong constraints.
We detail the constraints from µ→ 3e in Appendix A, Table VIII. While not significant for
the q`dc model, µ→ 3e will become important for the ``ec model.
At tree level, we also have contributions to b− s conversion with a pair of leptons, as for
example in Bs → µ+µ−. Processes are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b),
−1
2
λ32Dλ
22
D
m2
D˜
(µ¯Lγ
ρµL)(s¯LγρbL) , for (D), (II.13)
−1
2
λ23Q λ
22
Q
m2
Q˜
(µ¯Lγ
ρµL)(s¯RγρbR) , for (Q),
where we again rearrange spinors using the Fierz identities, similarly as in Eq. (II.11).
Currently, the experimental bound for Bs → µ+µ− is Br(Bs → µ+µ−) < 4.2×10−9 [26–29]1.
We can also constrain the scale of four-fermion effective operators through the process
1 Recently, the first evidence of Bs → µ+µ− is found at LHCb and the result is consistent with SM[30], but
in our analysis, we use the combined constraints only from the LHC data at 7 TeV[26].
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FIG. 4: Diagrams contributing to Bs → µ+µ− in the q`dc model. We show only a representative
one-loop diagram for each UV completion. The additional box diagrams are shown in Fig. 23. For
other b-s transitions such as b→ s`+`−, one can easily obtain contributing Feynman diagrams by
properly changing the external states in the above diagrams.
b→ s`+`− [31]. The tree level constraints lead to (see Appendix A, Table VII for details):
mD/
√
λ3`Dλ
2`
D > 32 TeV for strongest, > 11 TeV for weakest,
mQ/
√
λ2`Qλ
2`
Q > 45 TeV for strongest, > 11 TeV for weakest, (II.14)
where ` = 1, 2 denotes electron and muon, respectively, for the lepton final states, and we
show both the strongest constraint and the weakest constraint since the constraint varies
depending on the sign of the coupling, and whether it is real or imaginary. While only the D
and Q UV completions contribute at tree level, all UV completions contribute at one loop,
as shown in Fig. 4 (c), (d) and (e), though the loop suppression implies that this constraint
will be weak. The details can be found in Appendix A 3.
3. Summary of Constraints for Xq`dc
There are many combinations of couplings constrained in Tables V-VIII, but it is impor-
tant to see the over-arching patterns.
• The strongest constraints are on the operator (s¯LdR)(d¯LsR)/Λ2, which give rise roughly
to a constraint M & 1000 TeV for the UV completions via D and Q. Since M is the
quantity which enters into the lifetimes in Fig. 1, it directly enters into the discussion
of displaced vertices in the next section. These constraints can be eased and M lowered
if one or both of the quarks in the decay of χ˜0 → qq` is third generation. Note that
the constraints are equally strong on all lepton flavors.
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• The UV completions via L are less constrained. The strongest constraint on M is
derived from the geometric mean of the K − K¯ mixing and µ→ eγ, which results in
M & 10 TeV. The constraints can be relaxed somewhat if the lepton in χ˜0 → qq` is τ
or one of the quarks is third generation.
In Sec. III we give precise formulae for the LOSP lifetime as a function of M , thus
mapping the flavor constraints onto displaced vertex signatures for ADM. Before examining
the collider signatures, however, we complete our discussion of the flavor constraints with
an examination of the other ADM operators.
B. Xucdcdc
Considering next the Xucdcdc operator, the UV completions for this operator are
W (U) = λiXUXu
c
iU +
1
2
λijUU
cdcid
c
j +mUUU
c, (II.15)
W (D) = λiXDXd
c
iD + λ
ij
DD
cucid
c
j +mDDD
c,
where i, j are flavor indices.
Similar to the case of Xq`dc, the combinations of the couplings which are constrained are
shown in Table V. Because all fields involved are right-handed, the strongest constraint from
(s¯LdR)(d¯LsR) is eliminated, and more modest constraints on mM/λ
2 between 10 and 100
TeV result. In addition, when the operator is completed via D, Mijk = mD/λ
i
XDλ
jk
D , which
enters into the LOSP lifetime, is directly constrained, though only in particular generational
combinations. Note in addition that λ3XU is the only coupling which remains unconstrained.
A variety of other processes from qi → qjqq¯ meson decays will constrain λ2/m2M , similar
to µ − e conversion or Bs → µ+µ− constraints on the q`dc model. These constraints are,
however, rather weak. Since no constraints on Mijk from exceed 100 TeV, prompt decays of
the LOSP are unconstrained by flavor.
C. X``ec
Lastly, we consider the UV completions for X``ec,
W (L) = λiXLX`iL
c + λijLL`ie
c
j +mLLL
c, (II.16)
W (E) = λiXEXe
c
iE +
1
2
λijEE
c`i`j +mEEE
c, (II.17)
13
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FIG. 5: Diagrams contributing to µ → e+e−e− in ``ec models. We show only a typical diagram
for loop contributions for each UV completion.
where i and j are again flavor indices.
1. µ→ 3e
The L UV completion of the ``ec model has tree level contribution to the µ→ eee process
as shown in Fig. 5, which leads to effective operators:
− 1
2
λ11L λ
12
L
m2
L˜
(e¯Lγ
ρeL)(e¯RγρµR)− 1
2
λ21L λ
11
L
m2
L˜
(e¯Rγ
ρeR)(e¯LγρµL) . (II.18)
The branching ratio Br(µ → 3e) is smaller than 10−12, and thus the mass mL˜ and λ’s
involved are constrained to be
mL˜√
λ˜2
≥ 87 TeV , where λ˜2 = λ11L
√
(λ12L )
2 + (λ21L )
2. (II.19)
Loop processes are also constrained and we detail their contributions in Table VIII. The
conclusion of the detailed results in the Appendix A is that no process constrains M > 100
TeV, and therefore, the LOSP decays at the LHC will be prompt.
III. PROMPT VERSUS DISPLACED VERTEX LOSP DECAYS AT COLLIDERS
In this section, we connect the flavor constraints on the scale Mijk summarized in the
previous section to the lifetime of the LOSP decaying through the ADM operator Eq. (I.3)
in the processes of Fig. 12. LOSPs that participate in WADM, such as squarks or sleptons,
2 This figure shows explicitly the decay for the Xq`dc operator, though for the ucdcdc and ``ec models, the
decay processes are similar.
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can decay directly into two SM particles and the ADM through the WADM operator, as in
the left panel of Fig. 1. If the LOSP does not appear in WADM directly (e.g. neutralinos
or charginos), they will decay through an off-shell squark or slepton, as in the right panel
of Fig. 1. Three-body decay and four-body decay of the LOSP lead to completely different
lifetime scales and thus result in very different constraints from displaced vertex measure-
ment at the LHC. In Appendix B, we derive the LOSP decay width for general three- and
four-body decay as shown in Fig. 24 with various group representations for participating
particles. We summarize the results of Appendix B here.
For three-body LOSP decay of a squark or a slepton, the secondary vertex displacement
cτ is of the form
(cτ)−1 = F (3−body) ×
( mLOSP
100 GeV
)3
×
(
100 TeV
Mijk
)2
(mm−1), (III.20)
where mLOSP is the LOSP mass and F
(3−body) is the coefficient that can be calculated from
Eq. (B.7). Here, we ignore the SM particle masses, which, in particular, excludes top quark
final state cases. Note that we also ignore the ADM mass in Eq. (III.20) since the squark
mass and the slepton mass must be much larger than a typical ADM mass around 10 GeV
due to other direct collider constraints. We use the millimeter unit for the displacement
since the detectors at the LHC can roughly resolve the displaced vertex up to a millimeter.
Assuming that the LOSP decays through only one dominant coupling 1/Mijk that does
not involve the third generation3, we list the 3-body LOSP decays for each superpotential
operator and obtain F (3−body) for each case in Table I. One can easily see that the displace-
ment is generically prompt for O(100 GeV) LOSP mass for the Mijk scale around the flavor
constraints in the previous section. To show it clearly, we list the scale of Mijk that gives a
displaced vertex at 1 mm with a 1 TeV LOSP in Table I.
For four-body LOSP decay, the displacement is given by the following expression if we
assume that a contribution from a single intermediate particle φ dominates:
(cτ)−1 = F (4−body) ×
(
100 TeV
Mijk
)2
×
(
500 GeV
mφ
)4
×
( mLOSP
100 GeV
)7
× (III.21)
× 1
x5
[
(10x3 − 120x2 − 120x) + 60(1− x)(2− x) log(1− x)] (mm−1),
3 The third generation complicates the general discussion because the top quark mass cannot be ignored
and the third generation squarks generally have a large mixing. We leave the third generation specific
scenarios for the future work.
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• For Xq`dc:
LOSP Decay Mode (F (3−body))−1 (mm) Λ∗ (TeV)
Left-handed u-squark u˜i → dje+k x˜∗ 4.71× 10−5 4.61× 105
Left-handed d-squark d˜i → dj ν¯kx˜∗ 4.71× 10−5 4.61× 105
Right-handed d-squark d˜ci → u¯je+k x˜∗, d¯j ν¯kx˜∗ 2.36× 10−5 6.51× 105
Left-handed slepton e˜−i → u¯jdkx˜∗ 1.57× 10−5 7.96× 105
Sneutrino v ν˜i → d¯jdkx˜∗ 1.57× 10−5 7.96× 105
• For Xucdcdc:
LOSP Decay Mode (F (3−body))−1 (mm) Λ∗ (TeV)
Right-handed u-squark u˜ci → djdkx˜∗ (j 6= k) 2.36× 10−5 6.51× 105
Right-handed d-squark d˜ci → ujdkx˜∗ (i 6= k) 2.36× 10−5 6.51× 104
• For ``ec:
LOSP Decay Mode (F (3−body))−1 (mm) Λ∗ (TeV)
Left-handed slepton e˜−i → ν¯je−k x˜∗ (i 6= j) 4.71× 10−5 4.61× 105
Right-handed slepton e˜c+i → ν¯je+k x˜∗, e+j ν¯kx˜∗ (j 6= k) 2.36× 10−5 6.51× 105
Sneutrino ν˜i → e+j e−k x˜∗ (i 6= j) 4.71× 10−5 4.61× 105
TABLE I: 3-body decay modes, for various LOSP choices, and their lifetime factor F (3−body) (from
Eq. (III.20)) in q`dc, ucdcdc and ``ec models. Λ∗ is the scale of Mijk that gives rise to a displaced
vertex at 1 mm with mLOSP = 1 TeV.
where φ is the intermediate squark or slepton with the mass mφ and x = (mLOSP/mφ)
2.
The coefficient F (4−body) can be determined by Eq. (B.10). Note that the expression in the
second line in Eq. (III.21) is reduced to ∼ (1 + x) in the limit of x 1.
We have many possibilities for such 4-body LOSP decay in the ADM models. Since
gauginos and Higgsino do not participate in the operators Xq`dc, Xucdcdc and X``ec, the
neutralino, chargino and gluino LOSP will decay through intermediate squarks or slep-
tons/sneutrinos. While the gluino LOSP decay is simply determined from QCD interactions
through intermediate squarks, the neutralino LOSP and chargino LOSP depend on the
details of the mixing. In general, several off-shell intermediate particle exchanges can con-
tribute with similar size. An exhaustive study for this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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FIG. 6: Neutralino decay width in (md˜R ,mχ0) plane in the q`d
c model for (a) M = 1000 TeV and
(b) M = 104 TeV, where M is the effective mass scale of the dominant Xq`dc operator. In the
lower-right shaded region (red), the neutralino will leave a displaced vertex at the LHC, defined
by where the lifetime is longer than a millimeter.
Instead, we only consider special cases to show typical constraints.
In Fig. 6, we consider the case with pure Bino (neutralino) LOSP with one light right-
handed d-squark d˜c. We assume that only the first generation coupling 1/M111 for the
Xqi`jd
c
k operator is dominant. In this scenario, we obtain (F
(4−body))−1 = 2.04 × 102 mm.
Fig. 6a shows the neutralino decay width contour in (md˜c ,mχ0) plane with M ≡M111 = 1000
TeV and Fig. 6b shows one forM = 104 TeV. While displaced vertices result over a significant
fraction of the parameter space, the decays are prompt over much of the parameter space
even for high choices of M , naively consistent with the flavor constraints even in the absence
of flavor symmetries.
In the case of displaced decays, by searching for the displaced vertex, we can clearly
identify DM creation inside the detector and probe the nature of the DM directly at the LHC.
Thus, displaced vertex searches are very important for ADM searches at the LHC. In the
case of prompt decays, however, one basic question is how ADM models fare when subjected
to the usual supersymmetric searches. In the next section we compare the constraints from
two standard searches for SUSY against those obtained in ADM when the LOSP is unstable
to decay.
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FIG. 7: Relevant processes for ATLAS 0-lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis for Simplified Model
Sim0.
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FIG. 8: Relevant processes for ATLAS 1-2 lepton + 3-6 jet + MET analysis for Simplified Models
Sim1g and Sim1q.
IV. LHC CONSTRAINTS
In order to compare the standard searches for SUSY against those obtained in ADM, we
consider two ATLAS analyses with 20.3 fb−1 of data at 8 TeV. We have chosen the ATLAS,
instead of CMS, analyses in this study since the collaboration quotes the 95% confidence
limit, S95exp, on the number of events from new physics, once the cuts of the analysis have
been applied. This allows us to simulate the SM plus new physics and easily extract the
constraint by simply taking the difference with a simulation having the SM only. We utilize
1. an analysis with a lepton veto, 2-6 hard jets and high missing transverse energy (MET)
EmissT [32]. We will refer to this analysis as“0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis” (or “0
lepton analysis” for short);
2. an analysis with 1 or 2 leptons, 3-6 hard jets and high EmissT [33]. We will refer to
this analysis as the “1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET analysis” (or “1-2 lepton analysis” for
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FIG. 9: Relevant processes for the squark LOSP case in q`dc model. Here `/ν implies lepton
or neutrino which is almost equally produced in squark decay. The ucdcdc model has the same
diagrams with a lepton/neutrino replaced by a jet in the final decays of squarks.
short).
Both of these analyses are the most standard SUSY searches for typical gluino or 1st/2nd
generation squark pair production modes in R-parity conserving SUSY scenarios. We aim
to compare the ADM models with the ordinary SUSY models, represented by Simplified
Models [34, 35], with the relevant processes shown in Figs. 7, 8. The Simplified Models
are designed for ease of model-independent comparison among different R-parity conserving
SUSY scenarios.
In the case of ADM, both the 0-lepton and 1-2 lepton analyses are well-targeted to the
q`dc model, as shown in the processes of Figs. 9, 10. For ucdcdc, the 0-lepton+2-6 jet+MET
search is effective through the processes again shown in Figs. 9, 10, where additional jets
from the LOSP decay are traded for a reduced missing energy cut. Other ATLAS and CMS
analyses may also be relevant for constraining certain ADM models (such as the ATLAS and
CMS high jet multiplicity analyses [36, 37] for the ucdcdc model). We have not explored these
constraints here, instead choosing a representative sample which utilizes the most standard
types of SUSY analyses. In addition, we do not consider gluino and slepton/sneutrino
LOSPs, or the constraints on ``ec operators. A more exhaustive analysis including these
other cases is very interesting for future work.
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FIG. 10: Relevant processes for the neutralino LOSP case in q`dc model. `/ν implies lepton or
neutrino. The 4-body decay of neutralino decay is through off-shell squark as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
The ucdcdc model has the same diagrams with a lepton/neutrino replaced by a jet in the neutralino
decay.
A. Analyses
We briefly review the 8 TeV ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis and 1-2 lepton+3-6
jet+MET analyses and how these analyses may constrain ADM q`dc and ucdcdc models, in
comparison to the Simplified Models that are utilized in the original ATLAS analysis. We
also summarize the definition of the observables and the notation used in the analyses in
Appendix C.
1. 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis
The ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis with 20.3 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV is summarized
in Table II. The analysis is designed to maximize the discovery potential for gluino and
squark pair production with decays to neutralinos and jets. Events with signal leptons are
vetoed. Events are classified into 10 non-exclusive channels: AL, AM, BM, BT, CM, CT,
D, EL, EM and ET, where A, B, C, D and E imply the number of jets N = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6,
respectively and L, M and T imply loose, medium and tight cut on the effective mass scale,
respectively.
For comparision, we consider the Simplified Model process shown in Fig. 7. The Sim-
plified Model has the gluino g˜, the lightest neutralino χ01 and all the left-handed squarks
q˜i L and right-handed squarks q˜i R of the first and second generation with degenerate mass.
In this model, the only SUSY particle production channel is gluino/squark pair production
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Requirement
Channel
A (2 jets) B (3 jets) C (4 jets) D (5 jets) E (6 jets)
L M M T M T - L M T
Common EmissT > 160 GeV, pT (j1) > 130 GeV, pT (j2) > 60 GeV
pT (ji)(i ≥ 3) > 60 GeV for i = 3..N for N -jet channel
∆φ(jet, EmissT ) > 0.4 (i = [1, 2, (3)]) 0.4 (i = [1, 2, 3]), 0.2 for pT (ji) > 40 GeV
EmissT /meff(Nj) > 0.2 -
(a) 0.3 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.25
meff(incl.) [GeV] > 1000 1600 1800 2200 1200 2200 1600 1000 1200 1500
S95exp 1135.0 42.7 17.0 5.8 72.9 3.3 13.6 57.3 21.4 6.5
Error +332.7−291.5
+15.5
−11.4
+6.6
−4.6
+2.9
−1.8
+23.6
−18.0
+2.1
−1.2
+5.1
−3.5
+20.0
−14.4
+7.6
−5.8
+3.0
−1.9
TABLE II: A Summary of ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis at 8 TeV, 20.3 fb−1. This
table is an excerpt from Table 1 and Table 4 in [32].
through the SUSY QCD processes. The gluino decays through g˜ → qq˜(∗) → qqχ01 with 100%
branching ratio (BR), where the intermediate squark q˜(∗) can be either on-shell or off-shell
depending on mass parameters, and a squark directly decays into the neutralino and a quark.
To distinguish this from other simplified models we consider for the 1-2 lepton analysis, we
denote this model “Sim0.”
The most important features that will be relevant for distinguishing the constraints on
the ADM model versus the Simplified Model are: (i) EmissT > 160 GeV, which we will see
rather dramatically reduces the acceptance of the ADM models; (ii) Njet with pT > 60 GeV,
which improves the acceptance for the ADM models with a large number of jets; (iii)
meff and E
miss
T /meff , both of which improve the acceptance of the ADM model over the
Simplified Model. Overall, we will find that the EmissT cut is severe enough that in most
cases the constraint on the ADM models will be much weaker than for the Simplified Model.
Our discussion will also show, however, that better searches could easily be implemented
replacing the hard missing energy cut with a higher multiplicity of hard jets or leptons.
Thus, it is desirable to compare the ADM model with the conventional SUSY models by
performing similar LHC analyses with higher multiplicity (such as [36, 37]). We postpone
this study for the future work.
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2. 1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET analysis
The ATLAS 1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET analysis with 20.3 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV is sum-
marized in Table III and in Table IV. This analysis effectively selects gluino and squark
pair production events with a lepton or two from decays of charginos or sleptons. The
analysis is divided into soft and hard lepton channels. Signal leptons with pT < 25 GeV
are regarded as soft and in turn have 7 classes: soft single lepton 1 b-jet Low-mass/High-
mass, soft single lepton 2 b-jets Low-mass/High-mass, soft single lepton 3-jet/5-jet and soft
dimuon channel. Hard lepton channels have 3 classes: 3-jet, 5-jet and 6-jet, with each class
having inclusive/binned channels, and electron/muon subchannels according to the lepton
identity. Thus there are 12 channels in total for the hard lepton case. We summarize the
requirements and the observed 95% C.L. limit of this analysis from the ATLAS experiment
in Tables III, IV.
For the 1-2 lepton analysis, we compare the q`dc model with the Simplified Models by
varying the relative ratio between colored SUSY particle masses and the LOSP mass. To this
end, we use two Simplified Models as shown in Fig. 8, which are referred to as “one-step”
Simplified Models in the ATLAS analysis [38]. The first model, shown in Fig. 8a, which
we call “Sim1g,” has the gluino g˜, the lightest chargino χ±1 and the lightest neutralino χ
0
1.
Production is gluino pairs, with the gluino decaying via g˜ → qq¯′χ±1 → qq¯′W (∗)χ01 with 100%
branching, where q and q′ are quarks with different isospin and W (∗) is the on-shell (off-shell)
W boson, depending on the mass gap between χ±1 and χ
0
1. The second model shown in Fig.
8b, which we call “Sim1q,” has the left-handed squark q˜L, the lightest chargino χ
±
1 and the
lightest neutralino χ01. Note that only left-handed squarks are involved since χ
±
1 and χ
0
1 are
assumed to be mostly Wino-like. Now the production is only through squark pairs with the
squark decaying through q˜L → q′χ±1 → q′W (∗)χ01. For simplicity4, we fix the ratio among
the colored superparticle (g˜/q˜L), χ
±
1 and χ
0
1
mχ±1 =
mg˜(q˜) −mχ01
2
. (IV.22)
Similarly to the 0 lepton analysis, we will find EmissT to be a key variable in distinguishing
the ADM model from the Simplified Models, though both the pT cut on the hardest lepton
4 Admittedly, this choice is far from general. We simply follow the ATLAS analysis here for comparison
with q`dc model in mg˜(mq˜)−mχ01 scan.
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Class Soft 1-` 1-b Soft 1-` 2-b Soft 1-` Soft 2-muon
Subclass L H L H 3-j 5-j 2-j
Lepton
N` = 1, 10(6) ≤ p`T ≤ 25 2 muons, 6 ≤ pµT ≤ 25
mµµ > 15
- |mµµ −mZ | > 10
padd. `T < 7(6)
Njet ≥ 3 ≥ 2 [3,4] ≥ 5 ≥ 2
pjT > 180, 40, 40 > 180, 25, 25 > 60, 60, < 50 > 180, 25, 25, . . . > 70, 25, 25 . . .
Nb−tag ≥ 1, but not leading 2 - 0
EmissT > 250 300 200 300 400 300 170
mT > 100 - 100 80
EmissT /m
incl
eff > 0.35 - > 0.3 -
∆Rmin(jet, `) > 1.0 - > 1.0 - > 1.0
∆φmin - > 0.4 -
mCT > - 150 200 -
HT2 - < 50 - -
S95exp 6.9
+3.0
−2.0 6.3
+1.9
−1.1 13.2
+5.9
−4.1 5.3
+2.4
−1.4 6.3
+2.7
−1.8 10.0
+3.6
−3.0 5.9
+2.1
−1.0
TABLE III: A summary of ATLAS 1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET analysis at 8 TeV, 20.3 fb−1, Part
1: Soft lepton events. Here, the leading lepton pT is confined to be less than 25 GeV. Note that
the dimensionful numbers in the table are in GeV units. L and H denote low-mass and high-mass
channels, respectively.
and jet will play an important role. Note, however, that the EmissT cut here is stronger than
in the 0 lepton analysis in order to filter the SM W and top-quark events. For some soft
channels, b-tagging is employed, and thus the b-tagging efficiency affects the event accep-
tance. In the ATLAS analysis, different b-tagging efficiency has been applied by adjusting
a b-tagging parameter for different channels. However, in our analysis, we simply rely on
the detector simulator we use; since the efficiency difference is at the ∼ 10% level and cross
section differences between two adjacent scan points are much higher, our results will not
be significantly changed because of the b-tagging method.
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Hard 1-`
Class 3 jet 5 jet 6 jet
Subclass Inclusive Binned Inclusive Binned Inclusive Binned
` type e µ e µ e µ e µ e µ e µ
Lepton N` = 1, p
`
T > 25, p
add.`
T < 10
Njet ≥ 3 ≥ 5 ≥ 6
pjetT > 80, 80, 30 > 80, 50, 40, 40, 40 > 80, 50, 40, 40, 40, 40
padd.jetsT - < 40 - < 40 - < 40
EmissT > 500 300 300 350 250
mT > 150 200 150 150
EmissT /m
excl.
eff > 0.3 -
mincleff 1400 800 1400 800 600
S95exp 5.7 5.1 20.2 15.6 5.4 4.7 12.6 7.6 4.4 4.1 7.8 7.1
Error +2.2−1.5
+2.0
−1.5
+8.3
−4.8
+5.8
−3.8
+2.3
−1.5
+1.9
−1.2
+3.2
−2.7
+2.8
−2.4
+1.9
−0.8
+1.3
−1.1
+3.1
−2.4
+3.4
−1.4
TABLE IV: A summary of the ATLAS 1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET analysis at 8 TeV, 20.3 fb−1,
Part 2: Hard lepton events. The leading lepton pT must be higher than 25 GeV. The dimensionful
numbers in the table are in GeV units.
B. Event Generation
We use MadGraph5 v1.5.8 for the Matrix-Element (ME) event generation [39]. The
generated events are reweighted to match the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) cross section.
We employ Prospino 2.1 to obtain the cross section of gluino and squark pair production
at NLO [40, 41].
Since the processes under consideration consist of cascades of multiple decay chains
through on-shell states with very narrow decay width, it is desirable to divide a single
process into one 2-to-2 process and multiple decay subprocesses for each on-shell particle in
the process, to generate events for them separately, and to merge all of the sub-parts into a
single process by doing the appropriate Lorentz transformation and color flow matching5. We
5 In this paper, we do not consider spin correlation.
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created a utility called evchain for doing the job automatically [42]. A detailed description
of evchain is presented in Appendix D. We use PYTHIA6 for the q`dc model and PYTHIA8
for the ucdcdc model for parton shower (PS) and hadronization6[43, 44]. We generate only
leading order SUSY events without employing Matrix Element/Parton Shower matching,
assuming the LO parton-showered distribution scaled with NLO K-factor approximates the
true distribution well for large
√
s for typical gluino/squark production. Because we do
not use a matched sample for the signal events, our result should be interpreted with care
in the compressed mass spectrum where the pT of additional QCD jets can be comparable
with the pT of jets from superparticle decay, significantly changing the pT distribution of
the leading jets. Such points need further focused study with appropriate matching. For
detector simulation, we modify PGS4 to enable anti-kT jet reconstruction, and we rely on
the b-tagging efficiency implemented in PGS4[45].
For the 0 lepton analysis, we scan mass parameters in the gluino-common squark mass
plane by fixing the neutralino mass mχ01 . For the ADM model, we fix the mass of the ADM
to be 10 GeV (a well-motivated value), and we consider four different cases: squark LOSP
(with the neutralino decoupled), and neutralino LOSP with mχ01 =100, 300 and 500 GeV.
The Simplified Model Sim0 is scanned in the same (mg˜,mq˜) mass plane with the neutralino
mass mχ01 = 10, 100, 300 and 500 GeV, where 10 GeV is chosen for comparison with the
ADM model with squark LOSP. The gluino and squark mass parameters are scanned by
generating 10,000 events for each parameter, from 100 GeV to 3000 GeV with 100 GeV
spacing. For a squark LOSP, we additionally impose the condition mg˜ > mq˜. For high cross
section regions where mg˜ or mq˜ is below 1000 GeV, we scale the number of events as needed
to reduce statistical errors.
For the 1-2 lepton analysis, in which only the q`dc model is relevant, we additionally scan
the mass parameters in the plane of (mg˜,mχ01) and (mq˜,mχ01) with decoupled squarks and
gluino, respectively. The (mg˜,mχ01) scan is compared with the Simplified Model Sim1g and
the (mq˜,mχ01) scan is compared with the Simplified Model Sim1q, so that we generate events
for those Simplified Models in the same scanning. Due to reduced experimental sensitivity,
the scan region is confined to 1500 GeV for mg˜, to 1300 GeV for mq˜, and to 1000 GeV for
mχ01 . We reduce the grid spacing to 50 GeV for this scan. We also show the 1-2 lepton
6 PYTHIA 6 does not support the color-triplet vertex (ijk) as an acceptable color flow structure.
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(a) 0 lepton+ 2-6 jets + MET (b) 1-2 lepton + 3-6 jets + MET
FIG. 11: ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET / 1-2 lepton + 3-6 jet + MET analyses for the q`dc
model with squark LOSP (solid line) in (mg˜,mq˜) plane compared with the Simplified Model Sim0
of Fig. 7 (dashed line). Here the constraint on the Simplified Model Sim0 is taken from the
result of the 0 lepton analysis for both figures. The neutralino mass mχ01 for Sim0 is 10 GeV for
comparison with the ADM mass in the q`dc model.
constraint for the q`dc model in the (mg˜,mq˜) plane, but we compare the result only with
the 0 lepton analysis constraint for the Simplified Model Sim0. Again, the ADM mass is
fixed to be 10 GeV.
C. Results
We discuss our results for the q`dc model, followed by the ucdcdc. For the former model,
we apply both the 0 lepton and 1-2 lepton analyses, while for the latter we apply the 0
lepton analysis only. In each case, we consider a squark LOSP decay into the ADM sector
first (which is topologically most similar to the Simplified Model for comparison), before
constraining a neutralino LOSP decay into the ADM sector.
1. W = Xq`dc
Squark LOSP
We first present the squark LOSP case of the q`dc model via the diagrams of Fig. 9.
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We assume the first two generation squarks are nearly degenerate in mass, but have a large
enough mass splitting that the heavier squarks decay promptly to very soft (undetectable)
jets and leptons and a lighter squark until the lightest squark is reached at the bottom of
the cascade. We implement this by putting a 5 GeV mass splitting between the lightest
squark and the others. The LOSP squark finally decays to the ADM with a quark and a
lepton/neutrino. Hence, additional jets and leptons appear in the event, but the missing
energy is reduced.
The result of the ATLAS 0 lepton + 2-6 jet + MET and the ATLAS 1-2 lepton + 3-6
jet + MET analyses at
√
s = 8 TeV with luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 for the squark LOSP q`dc
case are shown in Fig. 11. The color level shows the maximum of Si/S
95
exp,i for all channels i,
where Si is the number of events for the channel from our event generation at a given point,
and S95exp,i from the analysis given in Table II (for Fig. 11a) and Table III and IV (for Fig.
11b). Thus the contour at 1 (shown as the dashed or solid lines) can be interpreted roughly
as the 95% C.L. exclusion7. In the plots, we show the Simplified Model Sim0 exclusion
contour by performing the same 0 lepton analysis. The neutralino mass for the Sim0 model
is 10 GeV.
The 0 lepton analysis result shows that the constraint is weaker for the q`dc model, while
the 1-2 lepton analysis constraint for the q`dc model is similarly matched with the Simplified
Model Sim0 0 lepton analysis constraint. The reason why the constraint from the 0 lepton
analysis on the q`dc model is weaker is simply because half of the LOSP squarks decay into
a charged lepton, which is vetoed in the analysis.
To see this, we show the MET distribution and the pT distribution of the hardest lepton in
Fig. 12 at a mass parameter point (mg˜,mq˜) = (1500 GeV, 1000 GeV). The MET distribution
in Fig. 12a is obtained after applying signal object identification/isolation, the lepton veto,
and the two hardest jet pT cuts: pT (j1) > 130 GeV, pT (j2) > 60 GeV, from the 0 lepton
analysis. The pT distribution of the hardest lepton in Fig. 12b is obtained after applying
the same cuts except the lepton veto cut, instead applying the MET cut: EmissT > 160 GeV.
One can easily see the MET distribution in Fig. 12a is not very different for the Simplified
Model Sim0 than for the q`dc model, though the rate is different due to the lepton veto as
7 A correct interpretation of the confidence level by combining such multiple non-exclusive channels must
be taken with care, and it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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FIG. 12: The missing transverse energy (MET) distribution and the pT distribution of the hardest
lepton of Xq`dc model with squark LOSP (blue histogram) and Simplified Models Sim0 (red
histograms). For the Simplified Models, we show three different neutralino masses mχ01 = 100, 300
and 500 GeV. ¡ For the lepton pT , the first bin shows the number of events that passes the lepton
veto cut of 0 lepton analysis. We indicate the first bin using arrows in the right panel. The color
scheme for the neutralino mass is the same for both graphs.
one can see in the lepton pT distribution in Fig. 12b: the Simplified Model Sim0 has 100%
no-lepton events, while the qldc model has 45% no-lepton events.
Neutralino LOSP
Next, we present the constraints for the neutralino LOSP case of the q`dc model via the
diagrams of Fig. 10. In this case, we do not have to assume a splitting between squarks
since squarks decay promptly into the neutralino. The (mg˜,mq˜) scan results of the ATLAS
0 lepton and 1-2 lepton analyses are shown in Fig. 13 for three different neutralino mass
choices: mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. Again, we compare the result of the q`d
c model
with the 0 lepton analysis of the Simplified Model Sim0 with the same neutralino mass
parameters. The contours of Maximumi(Si/S
95
exp,i) = 1 for q`d
c and Sim0 are drawn as solid
and dashed curves, respectively.
The constraints for the neutralino LOSP q`dc model are generically weaker than the
Simplified Model Sim0 for small mχ01 (100 GeV and 300 GeV), but reveal more complicated
behavior in the mχ01 = 500 GeV case. Several factors contribute to these results. One
obvious factor that tends to give weaker constraints on the ADM model in the 0 lepton
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(a) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 100 GeV (b) 1-2 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 100 GeV
(c) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 300 GeV (d) 1-2 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 300 GeV
(e) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 500 GeV (f) 1-2 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 500 GeV
FIG. 13: Constraint from ATLAS 0 lepton (left) and 1-2 lepton (right) analyses on the q`dc model
with neutralino LOSP (solid line) in the (mg˜,mq˜) plane, compared with the Simplified Model Sim0
(dashed line). Here the constraint on the Sim0 model of Fig. 7 is taken from the 0 lepton analysis
result for both left- and right-hand plots. The Xq`dc model with a neutralino LOSP decays through
Fig. 10, with mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV.
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FIG. 14: The MET (left) and transverse momentum pT (right) of the hardest lepton distributions
in q`dc model (blue histograms) and Simplified Model Sim0 (red histograms) for mg˜ = mq˜ = 1000
GeV and mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. In the right panel, the first bin shows the number of events
that passes lepton veto cut of the 0 lepton analysis. We indicate the first bin using arrows in the
right panel. The color scheme for the neutralino mass is the same for both graphs.
analysis is the branching fraction to charged leptons, which we have already seen in the
squark LOSP case. More importantly, the missing energy of the neutralino is reduced as it
decays to two additional jets plus a lepton. This feature is transparently comparable with
the Simplified Model Sim0 since both models share the same event topology before the
neutralino decay. On the other hand, as the neutralino mass is set heavier, the energy of the
jets from gluino/squark decay into the neutralino becomes smaller as the mass difference
shrinks. Therefore, the experimental sensitivity to the Simplified Model Sim0 (and ordinary
R-partiy conserving MSSM scenarios generically) is reduced for a heavier neutralino mass,
while the ADM models are subject to more severe constraints since a massive neutralino is
able to “store” and transfer energy to the ADM particle. Therefore, for large neutralino mass,
the ADM model can actually become substantially more constrained than the Simplified
Model.
In Fig. 14, we compare the MET distribution and the hardest lepton pT distribution of
the neutralino LOSP q`dc model and the Simplified Model Sim0 for mg˜ = mq˜ = 1000 GeV
and mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. Here, we use the same cuts as in Fig. 12. Note that
EmissT is distinctively smaller for the q`d
c case. For the lepton pT distribution, the first bin
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(a) gluino-neutralino scan (b) squark-neutralino scan
FIG. 15: ATLAS 1-2 lepton+3-6 jet+MET SUSY search analysis for the q`dc model. Here the
constraints on the MSSM Simplified Model of Fig. 8 are compared against the q`dc model with a
neutralino LOSP decaying through Fig. 10. The squarks have been decoupled in the left panel,
while in the right panel the gluinos have been decoupled.
implies events that pass the lepton veto cut. Note the significant difference among different
mχ01 ’s in the lepton veto and pT for the q`d
c models. The acceptance of the lepton veto is
78.3%, 47.8% and 41.9% for 100 GeV, 300 GeV and 500 GeV neutralino, respectively, for the
q`dc model, while the acceptance of the lepton veto is nearly 100% for the Simplified Model
Sim0. This implies leptons from light χ01 decay often fails the lepton veto cut (p
`
T < 10 GeV
in this case).
Lastly, in Fig. 15, we compare the constraints from the ATLAS 1-2 lepton anlaysis
for the neutralino LOSP q`dc model and the Simplified Model Sim1g (Sim1q) in the
gluino(squark)-neutralino plane. The constraints have completely different behaviors for
each model from the same analysis, because the decay of a massive neutralino results in high
pT and MET in q`d
c while a smaller gap between the neutralino and the gluino (squark)
tends to give softer jets and MET in the Simplified Models. This feature is illustrated clearly
in the MET and the hardest jet pT distributions, shown in Fig. 16 for two benchmark points:
(A) mg˜ = 1000 GeV and mχ01 = 800 GeV, (B) mg˜ = 1000 GeV and mχ01 = 100 GeV. To
obtain Fig. 16, we applied the pT cut of the “Soft 1-`” class (in Table III) to the hardest
three jets for soft lepton events, and applied the pT cut of the “Hard 1-` 3 jet” class (in
Table III) to the hardest three jets for hard lepton events. One can easily see that the MET
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FIG. 16: The missing transverse energy distribution and lepton pT distribution of the neutralino
LOSP q`dc model with squark decoupled and the Simplified Model Sim1g in the 1-2 lepton analysis.
Here, we chose two points of mass parameter: (A) mg˜ = 1000 GeV, mχ01 = 800 GeV and (B) mg˜ =
1000 GeV, mχ01 = 100 GeV.
and pT (j1) of q`d
c model (blue color-coded) is higher for benchmark point A (above), but
the MET and pT (j1) of the Simplified Model (red color-coded) is higher for point B (below).
Before moving on to the ucdcdc model, we comment on observing the states which UV
complete the ADM operators. In principle these states, Q, L and D, can be directly pro-
duced at the collider. When these states decay to the DM, Q, D → X + q and L→ X + `,
the signatures look similar to squark or stop signatures of jet or top quark plus missing
energy, or slepton and sneutrino decays to lepton plus missing energy. On the other hand,
these states may have more exotic decays, for example, to a lepton and jet, or to flavor
violating pairs of quarks such as a top and a light flavor jet. For example, we may have
D → u`− (IV.23)
Qu,d → (`+, ν)d,
leading to the possibility of spectacular decay modes at the LHC, which are similar in spirit
to leptoquark searches at the LHC. The study of such signatures could give rise to interesting
further constraints on ADM models.
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FIG. 17: ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis for the ucdcdc model with squark LOSP (solid
curve) and Simplified Model Sim0 (dashed curve). The solid curve ends for the ucdcdc model when
the squark is no longer the LOSP.
2. W = Xucdcdc
Squark LOSP
Now we carry out the ATLAS 0 lepton analysis for the ucdcdc models and compare the
result with the Simpified Model Sim0. First, we consider the squark LOSP case of the
ucdcdc models. As in the q`dc model case, we assume that squarks have a large enough
mass splitting for prompt decay to the lightest squark in the ucdcdc model, which is again
implemented by a 5 GeV splitting between the lightest and other squarks. The relevant
processes at the LHC are given in Fig. 9 with a lepton/neutrino replaced by a jet in the
lightest squark decay. The ADM mass is 10 GeV here, and for Sim0, we set mχ01 = 10 GeV
for a fair comparison.
Fig. 17 shows the constraints from the 0 lepton analysis at
√
s = 8 TeV, 20.3 fb−1 for
the squark LOSP ucdcdc and the Sim0 model. The color level represents maxi(Si/S
95
exp,i) for
the ucdcdc model, similarly to the q`dc case, and thus the contour at 1 corresponds to 95%
C.L. roughly. Interestingly, the constraints for both the ucdcdc model (solid) and the Sim0
model (dashed) are quite close, while the detailed distribution of relevant observables are
much different for each model, as we see next.
In Fig. 18, we show the EmissT , Njet, meff(incl.) and E
miss
T /meff(2j) distributions for both
models at mg˜ = 2500 GeV and mq˜ = 1500 GeV. The chosen mass parameter set is near
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FIG. 18: Various distributions for ucdcdc model with squark LOSP (blue histograms) compared
with the Simplified Model Sim0 (red histograms): missing transverse energy EmissT , number of jets
Njets with pT > 60 GeV (for the hardest jet, pT > 130 GeV), inclusive effective mass meff(incl.)
and EmissT /meff(2j). The mass parameters here are mg˜ = 2500 GeV, mq˜ = 1500 GeV. For the
Simplified Model Sim0, we show three different neutralino masses mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV.
the limit of the experimental sensitivity. Here, meff(incl.) and meff(2j) are the effective
mass defined inclusively, and exclusively with two hardest jets, respectively. For Sim0, we
show three different neutralino masses: mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. For each histogram,
we apply cuts in the 0 lepton analysis similarly to the case of Fig. 12: after signal object
identification/isolation, we apply the lepton veto, and the two hardest jet pT cuts: pT (j1) >
130 GeV, pT (j2) > 60 GeV for the MET distribution, and additionally the MET cut E
miss
T >
160 GeV for the other distributions.
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One sees that the actual kinematic distributions are much different between the Sim-
plified and ucdcdc models. Nonetheless, the reason why the ucdcdc model and Sim0 have
similar constraints is due to saturation of cut acceptance. Near the 95% C.L. experimental
sensitivity, the cuts in Table II are not very effective in distinguishing one model from other
since the pT of relevant objects and the MET are already very high. The channels with
harder cuts (for example, BT and CT) do not dominate the constraints, and hence do not
distinguish between models. For example, the acceptance of the AL channel cut is saturated
above mq˜ = 1000 GeV for a fixed gluino mass mg˜ = 2500 GeV, to ∼ 0.5 for ucdcdc and
∼ 0.75 for Sim0. Then, the constraints are simply determined by the production cross
section, which is identical for both models.
It is clear, however, that additional shape information from the kinematic distributions
in Fig. 18 is available for discrimination between the Simplified Model and ADM, so that
the analysis could be better targeted to ADM models.
Neutralino LOSP
Next we consider the ucdcdc model with a neutralino LOSP via the diagrams of Fig. 10
with the lepton/neutrino replaced with a jet. The results are shown in Fig. 19. In this case,
as for the q`dc model with neutralino LOSP, we do not have to assume a splitting between
squarks since squarks decay promptly into the neutralino. The (mg˜,mq˜) scan results of the
ATLAS 0 lepton analysis is shown in Fig. 19 for three different neutralino mass choices:
mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. Again, we compare the result of the u
cdcdc model with the
0 lepton analysis of the Simplified Model Sim0 with the same neutralino mass parameters.
The contours of Maximumi(Si/S
95
exp,i) = 1 for u
cdcdc and Sim0 are drawn as solid and dashed
curves, respectively.
The constraints for the neutralino LOSP ucdcdc model are generically weaker than the
Simplified Model Sim0 for small mχ01 (100 GeV and 300 GeV), but reveal more complicated
behavior in the mχ01 = 500 GeV case. Several factors contribute to these results. One obvious
factor that tends to give weaker constraints on the ADM model in the 0 lepton analysis is that
the missing energy of the neutralino is reduced as it decays to three additional jets, as shown
in Fig. 20. This feature is transparently comparable with the Simplified Model Sim0 since
both models share the same event topology before the neutralino decay. On the other hand,
as the neutralino mass is set heavier, the energy of the jets from gluino/squark decay into
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(a) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 100 GeV (b) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 300 GeV
(c) 0 lepton analysis for mχ01 = 500 GeV
FIG. 19: Constraint from ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET analysis on the ucdcdc model with
neutralino LOSP (solid curve), compared with the Simplified Model Sim0 (dashed curve).
the neutralino becomes smaller as the mass difference shrinks. Therefore, the experimental
sensitivity to the Simplified Model Sim0 (and ordinary R-parity conserving MSSM scenarios
generically) is reduced for a heavier neutralino mass, while the ADM models are subject to
more severe constraints since a massive neutralino is able to “store” and transfer energy
to the ADM particle. Therefore, for large neutralino mass, the ADM model can actually
become substantially more constrained than the Simplified Model.
In Fig. 20, we compare the the EmissT , Njet, meff(incl.) and E
miss
T /meff(2j) distributions of
the neutralino LOSP ucdcdc model and the Simplified Model Sim0 for mg˜ = mq˜ = 1000
GeV and mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV. Here, we use the same cuts as in Fig. 18. Note
that EmissT is distinctively smaller and meff is significantly higher for the u
cdcdc ADM model
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than for the simplified model, indicating that the simplified model more easily passes the
meff requirement. The net effect is that the constraints on the ADM model are weaker
than for the simplified model, though the ADM model becomes more constrained relative to
the simplified model as mχ01 increases. There are a couple of reasons that the ADM model
constraints become stronger at larger neutralino mass. First, the number of hard jets in the
ADM model increases, improving the sensitivity to the model for the channels which require
a high multiplicity of jets. Second, the acceptance on EmissT /meff(2j) cut improves markedly
as the neutralino mass increases: meff(2j) decreases as the energy stored in the neutralino
increases.
Lastly, as we did for the q`dc operator, we comment on detecting the states of the UV
completion of the ADM operator – flavor violating signatures can also result from prompt
decays of the new states U and D. When these states decay to the DM, U, D → X + q, the
signatures look similar to squark or stop signatures of jet or top quark plus missing energy.
On the other hand, these states may have flavor violating decays to pairs of quarks, which
may include only the light quarks, but also may result in flavor violating decays U → tj
or D → bj. A study of these signatures could give rise to additional constraints on ADM
sectors.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have carried out the first detailed study of flavor constraints and collider signatures
of Asymmetric Dark Matter. We found that while flavor constraints from meson oscillations
and lepton flavor conservation place significant requirements on the scale M of the ADM
operators, this scale M is not so high that a variety of collider prompt decays of the lightest
ordinary supersymmetric particle (LOSP) into the X-sector, including exotic flavor combi-
nations, could not arise. We applied two standard 8 TeV LHC searches for SUSY to LOSP
decays to ADM plus additional jets and leptons. These analyses involved 2-6 jets plus miss-
ing energy, or 1-2 leptons plus 3-6 jets and missing energy. We found that the constraints
from these analyses, whether the LOSP is a squark, slepton, or neutralino, are somewhat
weakened, depending on the spectrum, in comparison to the standard searches. However,
the detailed kinematic distributions show significant difference between the conventional
SUSY models and the ADM models. This suggests that other SUSY searches at the LHC
37
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FIG. 20: Various distributions for ucdcdc model with neutralino LOSP (blue histograms) compared
with the Simplified Model Sim0 (red histograms): missing transverse energy EmissT , number of jets
Njets with pT > 60 GeV (for the hardest jet, pT > 130 GeV), inclusive effective mass meff(incl.)
and EmissT /meff(2j). The mass parameters here are mg˜ = mq˜ = 1000 GeV. For each model, we
show three different neutralino masses mχ01 = 100, 300 and 500 GeV.
might be sensitive to the ADM-extended MSSM, in particular searches which involve an
extremely high multiplicity of jets [36, 37]. It also suggests that dedicated searches tuned
to ADM could significantly extend the reach at the LHC.
One of the interesting conclusions of this work is that the source of large flavor violation
may not be much beyond our current reach. The suppression scale of the ADM operator
could be as low as 10 TeV, and the leptoquark-type states being integrated out could be as
low as 1 TeV. These states, when they decay to the ADM sector or to the visible sector,
could give rise to exotic flavor-violating signatures. Performing ADM model analyses for
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other SUSY searches, e.g. high jet multiplicity searches, third-generation focused searches,
and exotica searches (e.g. leptoquark searches) will provide a better understanding of the
current status of ADM models. We aim to carry out this study in the future. It will
also be interesting to design searches for ADM to learn how much the LHC reach can
be extended. The well-motivated, simple extension of an ADM sector shows interesting
interplay between flavor physics and collider physics, and opens new unexplored directions
for LHC phenomenology.
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Appendix A: One-Loop Box Diagram Correction to Flavor Violation
In this section, we present the full one-loop corrections through box diagrams for flavor
violating processes in (i) meson oscillations, (ii) µ−e conversion, (iii) Bs → `+`−, b→ s`+`−
and (iv) µ→ 3e.
First we begin with the general loop functions that will be useful for calculating the
diagrams for all relevant processes. For the box diagrams, it is convenient to split an internal
fermion propagator into chirality preserving part (∝ γµ) and chirality flipping part in the
fermion line. From the diagrams (a) and (b) shown in Fig. 21, we have effective operators
Bo = (Sym)
(
Ψ2Pγ
µΨ1P
) (
Ψ3P ′γµΨ4P ′
)× λ1λ2λ3λ4
64pi2
H(mF1 ,mF2 ,mφ1 ,mφ2) (A.1)
Bm = (Sym)
(
Ψ2PΨ1P
) (
Ψ3P ′Ψ4P ′
)× λ1λ2λ3λ4
16pi2
mF1mF2K(mF1 ,mF2 ,mφ1 ,mφ2),
where mA is the mass of the particle A in the loop, λi’s are four couplings involved in
the diagram and (Sym) is an appropriate symmetry factor if there are identical particles
in final states. We denote the chirality of each particle by P, P ′ = L,R and P , P ′ for the
opposite chirality, as shown in Fig. 21. Note that the contribution Bm can be reinterpreted
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FIG. 21: Box diagrams with fermion line (a) without and (b) with a mass insertion. P and P ′
denote chirality L or R, and P and P ′ are opposite chirality to P and P ′, respectively. Here, we
use 4-component notation to easily match with Feynman amplitude expressions.
as vector-vector current interaction due to Fierz identities:
(
Ψ1RΨ2L
) (
Ψ3LΨ4R
)
= −1
2
(
Ψ1Rγ
µΨ4R
)
(Ψ3LγµΨ2L) . (A.2)
The loop functions in Eq. (A.1) are defined by
H(mF1 ,mF2 ,mφ1 ,mφ2) ≡ (A.3)
m4F1 log(m
2
F1
)
(m2F1 −m2F2)(m2F1 −m2φ1)(m2F1 −m2φ2)
− m
4
F2
log(m2F2)
(m2F1 −m2F2)(m2F2 −m2φ1)(m2F2 −m2φ2)
+
m4φ1 logm
2
φ1
(m2F1 −m2φ2)(m2F2 −m2φ1)(m2φ1 −m2φ2)
− m
4
φ2
log(m2φ2)
(m2F1 −m2φ2)(m2F2 −m2φ2)(m2φ1 −m2φ2)
,
K(mF1 ,mF2 ,mφ1 ,mφ2) ≡ (A.4)
− m
2
F1
log(m2F1)
(m2F1 −m2F2)(m2F1 −m2φ1)(m2F1 −m2φ2)
+
m2F2 log(m
2
F2
)
(m2F1 −m2F2)(m2F2 −m2φ1)(m2F2 −m2φ2)
− m
2
φ1
log(m2φ1)
(m2F1 −m2φ1)(m2F2 −m2φ1)(m2φ1 −m2φ2)
+
m2φ2 log(m
2
φ2
)
(m2F1 −m2φ2)(m2F2 −m2φ2)(m2φ1 −m2φ2)
.
For the loop contributions under consideration, we have mF1 = mF2 or mφ1 = mφ2 in most
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cases. If mF1 and mF2 are the same, H and K are given by
H(mF ;mφ1 ,mφ2) =
m2F
(m2F −m2φ1)(m2F −m2φ2)
− m
2
F log(m
2
F )
(m2F −m2φ1)(m2F −m2φ2)
[
m2φ1
m2F −m2φ1
+
m2φ2
m2F −m2φ2
]
+
m4φ1 log(m
2
φ1
)
(m2φ1 −m2φ2)(m2F −m2φ1)2
− m
4
φ2
log(m2φ2)
(m2φ1 −m2φ2)(m2F −m2φ2)2
, (A.5)
K(mF ;mφ1 ,mφ2) =
− 1
(m2F −m2φ1)(m2F −m2φ2)
+
(m4F −m2φ1m2φ2) log(m2F )
(m2F −m2φ1)2(m2F −m2φ2)2
− m
2
φ1
log(m2φ1)
(m2φ1 −m2φ2)(m2F −m2φ1)2
+
m2φ2 log(m
2
φ2
)
(m2φ1 −m2φ2)(m2F −m2φ2)2
(A.6)
and similarly for mφ1 = mφ2 . For mF1 = mF2 and mφ1 = mφ2 , the loop functions are reduced
to
H(mF ;mφ) =
m2F +m
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)2
− 2m
2
Fm
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)3
log
(
m2F
m2φ
)
, (A.7)
K(mF ;mφ) = − 2
(m2F −m2φ)2
+
m2F +m
2
φ
(m2F −m2φ)3
log
(
m2F
m2φ
)
. (A.8)
In the following subsections, we present the corresponding expressions in the UV com-
pletemodels for various flavor constraints.
1. Meson mixing constraints
Experimental constraints from K-, D-, B-meson mixing put stringent constraints on the
UV models for the Xq`dc and Xucdcdc operators. The effective operators generated from
the models are summarized by the following effective Lagrangian:
Leff = 1
4
KRR(d¯Rγ
µsR)(d¯RγµsR) +
1
4
KLL(d¯Lγ
µsL)(d¯LγµsL) +KLR(s¯LdR)(s¯RdL)
+
1
4
DRR(c¯Rγ
µuR)(c¯RγµuR) +
1
4
DLL(c¯Lγ
µuL)(c¯LγµuL) (A.9)
+
1
4
BdRR(d¯Rγ
µbR)(d¯RγµbR) +
1
4
BdLL(d¯Lγ
µbL)(d¯LγµbL) +BdLR(b¯LdR)(b¯RdL)
+
1
4
BsRR(s¯Rγ
µbR)(s¯RγµbR) +
1
4
BsLL(s¯Lγ
µbL)(s¯LγµbL) +BsLR(b¯LsR)(b¯RsL) ,
where KPP ′ , DPP ′ , BdPP ′ and BsPP ′ are the coefficients of the corresponding operators. For
BdPP ′ and BsPP ′ , the results can be easily read from KPP ′ by changing the generation index
to b-quark, so we will omit them in the following.
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Operator λ4 (λ2 for tree level) in Xq`dc Xucdcdc
Limit (TeV) D L Q U D
(s¯Rγ
µdR)
2 (λ1XDλ
2
XD)
2 (λi1Lλ
i2
L )
2 (λi1Qλ
i2
Q)
2 (λ13U λ
23
U )
2 (*)
980 78 110 110 78 78
(s¯Lγ
µdL)
2 (λi1Dλ
i2
D)
2 (λ1iLλ
2i
L )
2 (λ1XQλ
2
XQ)
2
980 78 78 78
(s¯LdR)(s¯RdL) λ
1
XDλ
2
XDλ
1i
Dλ
2i
DRD λ
12
L λ
21
L , λ
1i
Lλ
2i
Lλ
j1
L λ
j2
L λ
1
XQλ
2
XQλ
i1
Qλ
i2
QRQ
18000 1400 18000 , 990 1400
(c¯Rγ
µuR)
2 (λ1XUλ
2
XU )
2 (λ1iDλ
2i
D)
2
1200 95 95
(c¯Lγ
µuL)
2 (λ1iDλ
2i
D)
2 (λ1iLλ
2i
L )
2 (λ1XQλ
2
XQ)
2
1200 95 95 95
(b¯Rγ
µdR)
2 (λ1XDλ
3
XD)
2 (λi1Lλ
i3
L )
2 (λi1Qλ
i3
Q)
2 (λ12U λ
23
U )
2 (**)
510 41 57 57 41 41
(b¯Lγ
µdL)
2 (λi1Dλ
i3
D)
2 (λ1iLλ
3i
L )
2 (λ1XQλ
3
XQ)
2
510 41 41 41
(b¯LdR)(b¯RdL) λ
1
XDλ
3
XDλ
1i
Dλ
3i
DRD λ
13
L λ
31
L , λ
1i
Lλ
3i
Lλ
j1
L λ
j3
L λ
1
XQλ
3
XQλ
i1
Qλ
i3
QRQ
1900 151 1900 , 110 151
(b¯Rγ
µsR)
2 (λ2XDλ
3
XD)
2 (λi2Lλ
i3
L )
2 (λi2Qλ
i3
Q)
2 (λ12U λ
13
U )
2 (***)
110 8.7 12 12 8.7 8.7
(b¯Lγ
µsL)
2 (λi2Dλ
i3
D)
2 (λ2iLλ
3i
L )
2 (λ2XQλ
3
XQ)
2
110 8.7 8.7 8.7
(b¯LsR)(b¯RsL) λ
2
XDλ
3
XDλ
2i
Dλ
3i
DRD λ
23
L λ
32
L , λ
2i
Lλ
3i
Lλ
j2
L λ
j3
L λ
2
XQλ
3
XQλ
i2
Qλ
i3
QRQ
370 29 370 , 21 29
TABLE V: Flavor constraints from meson oscillations. The numbers are in TeV. The operator
which is constrained is shown, along with the constraint on Λ [25]. For the model Φ where Φ
denotes a pair (Φ,Φc) in the UV completion, mΦ/
√
λ4 is constrained as shown in the table. Here,
RΦ = log(m
2
Φ/m
2
soft) − 1. For the model L in Xq`dc, we show the tree level contribution (boxed)
for LR mixing operator for K−K¯, Bd,s−B¯d,s. The constraints for tree level operator is implied for
mL/
√
λ2. For the model D in Xucdcdc, the coupling combination (*),(**), and (***) are presented
in Eq. (A.10).
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Under the assumption that mX ∼ mx˜  msoft  mD,mL,mQ,mU , we summarize the
tree-level and one-loop-level constraints on the mass and the coupling from meson mixing
in Table V. In the table, RΦ denotes log(m
2
Φ/m
2
soft)− 1. The coupling combinations for RR
operators for K- and B-meson mixing in the D UV completion for Xucdcdc are given by
(∗) = (λ1XDλ2XD)2 + (λi1Dλi2D)2 − 2λ1XDλ2XDλi1Dλi2DRD , (A.10)
(∗∗) = (λ1XDλ2XD)3 + (λi1Dλi3D)2 − 2λ1XDλ3XDλi1Dλi3DRD ,
(∗ ∗ ∗) = (λ2XDλ3XD)2 + (λi2Dλi3D)2 − 2λ2XDλ3XDλi2Dλi3DRD .
a. Xq`dc
Since we have three classes of UV completions for the operator Xq`dc, we specify the
contribution from the model M by putting a superscript (M) in the following. First, we
present the contributions from the UV completion of the Xq`dc operator.
For the model (D) defined by Eq. (II.6), we obtain the operators for Kaon physics,
K
(D)
RR =
(λ1XDλ
2
XD)
2
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mD˜,mD˜) + 2H(mD,mD,mx˜,mx˜)
]
, (A.11)
K
(D)
LL =
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
j1
Dλ
j2
D
64pi2
[
2H(mD,mD,mν˜i ,mν˜j) + 2H(mνi ,mνj ,mD˜,mD˜)
]
,
K
(D)
LR =
λ1iDλ
2i
Dλ
1
XDλ
2
XD
16pi2
m2DK(mD,mD,mν˜i ,mx˜) ,
and for D-meson physics,
D
(D)
RR = 0 , (A.12)
D
(D)
LL =
λ1iDλ
2i
Dλ
1j
Dλ
2j
D
64pi2
[
2H(mD,mD,me˜i ,me˜j) + 2H(mei ,mej ,mD˜,mD˜)
]
.
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For the model (L) from Eq. (II.7), we have
K
(L)
RR =
λi1Lλ
i2
Lλ
j1
L λ
j2
L
64pi2
[
2H(mdi ,mdj ,mL˜,mL˜) + 2H(mL,mL,md˜i ,md˜j)
+2H(mui ,muj ,mL˜,mL˜) + 2H(mL,mL,mu˜i ,mu˜j)
]
, (A.13)
K
(L)
LL =
λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
1j
L λ
2j
L
64pi2
[
2H(mL,mL,md˜c i ,md˜c j) + 2H(mdi ,mdj ,mL˜,mL˜)
]
,
K
(L)
LR =
λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
j1
L λ
j2
L
64pi2
[
H(mdi ,mdj ,mL˜,mL˜) +H(mL,mL,md˜c i ,md˜c j)
]
,
D
(L)
RR = 0 ,
D
(L)
LL =
λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
1j
L λ
2j
L
64pi2
[
2H(mL,mL,md˜c i ,md˜c j) + 2H(mdi ,mdj ,mL˜,mL˜)
]
.
Now, we show the result for the model (Q):
K
(Q)
RR =
λi1Qλ
i2
Qλ
j1
Qλ
j2
Q
64pi2
[
2H(mei ,mej ,mQ˜,mQ˜) + 2H(mQ,mQ,me˜i ,me˜j) (A.14)
+2H(mνi ,mνj ,mQ˜,mQ˜) + 2H(mQ,mQ,mν˜i ,mν˜j)
]
,
K
(Q)
LL =
(λ1XQλ
2
XQ)
2
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mQ˜,mQ˜) + 2H(mQ,mQ,mx˜,mx˜)
]
,
K
(Q)
LR =
λ1XQλ
2
XQλ
i1
Qλ
i2
Q
16pi2
m2QK(mQ,mQ,mx˜,mν˜i) ,
D
(Q)
RR = 0 ,
D
(Q)
LL =
(λ1XQλ
2
XQ)
2
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mQ˜,mQ˜) + 2H(mQ,mQ,mx˜,mx˜)
]
. (A.15)
b. Xucdcdc
As in the Xq`dc case, we specify each model by the superscripts (U) and (D). For the
model (U),
K
(U)
RR =
(λ13U λ
23
U )
2
64pi2
[
2H(mU ,mU ,md˜c 3 ,md˜c 3) + 2H(mb,mb,mU˜ ,mU˜)
]
, (A.16)
D
(U)
RR =
(λ1XUλ
2
XU)
2
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mU˜ ,mU˜) + 2H(mU ,mU ,mx˜,mx˜)
]
,
K
(U)
LL = K
(U)
LR = D
(U)
LL = 0,
(A.17)
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FIG. 22: One-loop box diagrams contributing to µ− e conversion in Xq`dc models. Here, we use
2-component spinor notation.
and for the model (D),
K
(D)
RR =
(λ1XDλ
2
XD)
2
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mD˜,mD˜) + 2H(mD,mD,mx˜,mx˜)
]
(A.18)
+
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
j1
Dλ
j2
D
64pi2
[
2H(mui ,muj ,mD˜,mD˜) + 2H(mD,mD,mu˜c i ,mu˜c j)
]
−λ
1
XDλ
2
XDλ
i1
Dλ
i2
D
8pi2
m2DK(mD,mD,mx˜,mu˜c i) ,
D
(D)
RR =
λ1iDλ
2i
Dλ
1j
Dλ
2j
D
64pi2
[
2H(mD,mD,md˜c i ,md˜c j) + 2H(mdi ,mdj ,mD˜,mD˜)
]
,
K
(D)
LL = K
(D)
LR = D
(D)
LL = 0.
2. µ− e conversion
Among the models under consideration, only the Xq`dc-type model is subject to the
constraint from µ-e conversion [46, 47]. Box diagrams can contribute only to the following
vector-vector current interactions:
Leff = CdLR(e¯LγρµL)(d¯RγρdR) + CdLL(e¯LγρmuL)(d¯LγρdL) + CuLL(e¯LγρmuL)(u¯LγρuL),(A.19)
where CqPP ′ is the coefficient of the corresponding diagram. From the effective operators, we
obtain the µ− e conversion branching ratio for 13Al [48]:
BµN→eN(Z = 13) ≈ 2.0× 1
2G2F
∣∣2CuLL + CdLL + CdLR∣∣2 , (A.20)
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Tree λ2 One loop λ4
D λ11D λ
12
D
3
2λ
i1
Dλ
i2
Dλ
1j
Dλ
1j
D − 12λi1Dλi2Dλ1XDλ2XDRD
290 TeV 23 TeV
L λ1XLλ
2
XL(
1
2λ
i1
Lλ
i1
L + λ
1i
Lλ
i1
L )RL
23 TeV
Q λ11Q λ
21
Q
1
2λ
1i
Qλ
2i
Qλ
j1
Q λ
j1
Q − λ1iQλ2iQλ1XQλ2XQRQ
210 TeV 23 TeV
TABLE VI: Flavor constraints from µ − e conversion for the Xq`dc models. Each row represents
the UV completion. The numbers below the couplings are the constraints on Λ in TeV which
mΦ/
√
λ2 for tree level contribution and mΦ/
√
λ4 for the one loop contribution for the model Φ.
where GF is the Fermi constant.
For the model (D),
C
d (D)
LR = −
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
1
XDλ
2
XD
32pi2
m2DK(mD,mD,mu˜imx˜) ,
C
d (D)
LL =
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
1j
Dλ
1j
D
64pi2
[
H(mui ,mνi ,mD˜,mD˜) +H(mD,mD,mu˜i ,mν˜i)
]
, (A.21)
C
u (D)
LL =
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
1j
Dλ
1j
D
64pi2
[
H(mui ,mei ,mD˜,mD˜) +H(mD,mD,mu˜i ,me˜i)
]
,
where i, j are flavor indices and the tilde over a particle name implies its supersymmetric
scalar partner with odd R-parity. Note that we can safely ignore the masses of quarks
and leptons except the top quark mass although we show generic results for the purpose of
completeness.
Similarly, for models (L) and (Q) from Eq. (II.7) and (II.8),
C
d (L)
LR = −
λ1XLλ
2
XLλ
i1
Lλ
i1
L
32pi2
m2LK(mL,mL,mx˜,mu˜i)
C
d (L)
LL = 0, (A.22)
C
u (L)
LL = −
λ1XLλ
2
XLλ
1i
Lλ
1i
L
32pi2
m2LK(mL,mL,mx˜,md˜c i) ,
and
C
d (Q)
LR =
λ1iQλ
2i
Qλ
j1
Qλ
j1
Q
64pi2
[
H(mdi ,mei ,mQ˜,mQ˜) +H(mQ,mQ,md˜c i ,me˜i)
]
,
C
d (Q)
LL = 0, (A.23)
C
u (Q)
LL = −
λ1iQλ
2i
Qλ
1
XQλ
1
XQ
32pi2
m2QK(mQ,mQ,md˜c i ,mx˜) .
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FIG. 23: Remaining box diagrams that contribute to Bs → µ+µ−, in addition to Fig. 4. Generic
b− s transitions can be easily deduced by replacing the external states in the diagrams.
Operator λ4 (λ2 for tree level) in Xq`dc
Limit(TeV) D L Q
(s¯Lγ
µbL)(¯`Lγµ`L) λ
3`
Dλ
2`
D λ
3i
Dλ
2i
Dλ
j`
Dλ
j`
D λ
i3
Qλ
i2
Qλ
`j
Qλ
`j
Q
45 (16) 32 (11) 2.5 (0.9) 1.8 (0.64)
(s¯Rγ
µbR)(¯`Lγµ`L) λ
3
XDλ
2
XDλ
i`
Dλ
i`
DRD λ
i3
Lλ
i2
Lλ
`
XLλ
`
XLRL λ
`3
Qλ
2`
Q λ
i3
Qλ
i2
Qλ
`j
Qλ
`j
Q
63 (16) 3.5 (0.9) 3.5 (0.9) 45 (11) 2.5 (0.64)
TABLE VII: Flavor constraints from b− s transition for the Xq`dc models. The operator which is
constrained is shown, along with the constraint on Λ in TeV according to [31]. The numbers outside
the parentheses are the strongest constraints and the numbers in the parentheses are the weakest
constraints. For the UV completion model Φ, mΦ/
√
λ2 is constrained for tree level (boxed), and
mΦ/
√
λ4 is constrained for one-loop level (unboxed). Here, RΦ = log(m
2
Φ/m
2
soft)− 1. i, j are flavor
indices that runs over 1,2 and 3 and the summation is implied, but ` denotes an electron or muon
external state, and thus is not summed over.
3. Bs → `+`−, b→ s`+`− transition
As with µ−e conversion described in the previous section, the Xq`dc model is also subject
to constraints from b → s transition measurements. At one-loop level, the contributing
Feynman diagrams are listed in Fig. 4 and Fig. 23. The one-loop contributions lead to
Leff = ZLL(s¯LγρbL)(¯`Lγρ`L) + ZLR(s¯LγρsL)(¯`Rγρ`R)
+ZRL(s¯Rγ
ρsR)(¯`Lγρ`L) + ZRR(s¯Rγ
ρsR)(¯`Rγρ`R), (A.24)
where ` denotes electron and muon. Note that there are no contributions to (scalar current)-
(scalar current) interactions, such as s¯RbL`R`L, since the UV completions of the Xq`d
c
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model involve only left-handed leptons. These induced effective couplings are constrained
from various rare B-meson decays, for which the constraints on the scales of the effective
operators are computed in [31].
We present the full one-loop ZPP ′ from each UV completion (D), (L) and (Q). For the
model (D),
Z
(D)
LL =
λ3iDλ
2i
Dλ
j`
Dλ
j`
D
64pi2
[H(mνi ,muj ,mD˜,mD˜) +H(mD,mD,mν˜i ,mu˜j)] ,
Z
(D)
RL = −
λ2XDλ
3
XDλ
i`
Dλ
i`
D
32pi2
m2DK(mD,mD,mx˜,mu˜i) ,
Z
(D)
LR = Z
(D)
RR = 0, (A.25)
where ` denotes the generation index of the external leptons, such that ` = 1 for electron
and 2 for muon. For the (L) UV completion,
Z
(L)
RL = −
λi3Lλ
i2
Lλ
`
XLλ
`
XL
32pi2
m2LK(mL,mL,mu˜i ,mx˜) ,
Z
(L)
LL = Z
(L)
LR = Z
(L)
RR (A.26)
For (Q),
Z
(Q)
RL =
λi3Qλ
i2
Qλ
`j
Qλ
`j
Q
64pi2
[
H(mei ,mdj ,mQ˜,mQ˜) +H(mQ,mQ,me˜i ,md˜c j)
]
,
Z
(Q)
LL = Z
(Q)
LR = Z
(Q)
RR . (A.27)
We summarize the b−s transition constraints in Table VII assuming mX ∼ mx˜  msoft 
mD,mL,mQ,mE, using the result from [31]. Since the constraints depend on whether the
couplings are real or complex, we show both the strongest and weakest lower bounds in the
table.
4. µ± → e±e∓e±
For the Xq`dc and X``ec models, we have constraints from rare muon decays, with box
diagrams contributing to µ→ 3e decay. The relevant effective operators are
Leff = 1
2
ARR(e¯Rγ
ρeR)(e¯RγρµR) +
1
2
ALL(e¯Lγ
ρeL)(e¯LγρµL)
+ARL(e¯Rγ
ρeR)(e¯LγρµL) + ALR(e¯Lγ
ρeL)(e¯RγρµR) , (A.28)
where APP ′ ’s are the coefficient generated from the one-loop contribution. Note that we
have symmetry factors for the RR and LL couplings.
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Model Tree λ2 One loop λ4
Xq`dc D (λi1Dλ
i2
D)
2
9.8 TeV
L λ2XL(λ
1
XL)
3
9.8 TeV
Q (λi1Qλ
2i
Q)
2
9.8 TeV
X``ec L λ11L
√
(λ12L )
2 + (λ21L )
2 Eq. (A.35)
87 TeV 9.8 TeV
E Eq. (A.36)
9.8 TeV
TABLE VIII: Flavor contraints from µ− → e−e+e−. Each row represents the UV completion
Φ. The numbers below the couplings are the constraints Λ in TeV on mΦ/
√
λ2 for a tree level
contribution and mΦ/
√
λ4 for a loop contribution.
The partial decay width of a muon to three electrons is
Γµ→eee =
m5µ
3 · 211pi3
(|ARR|2 + |ALL|2 + |ARL|2 + |ALR|2) , (A.29)
where mµ is the muon mass. The branching fraction is currently constrained to be . 10−12,
with the total muon width being Γµ = G
2
Fm
5
µ/(192pi
3).
For the Xq`dc operator, we have only a contribution to ALL since only left-handed leptons
take part in the new physics couplings. We obtain the following effective operators for the
UV completion models (D), (L) and (Q), respectively:
A
(D)
LL =
λi1Dλ
i2
Dλ
j1
Dλ
j1
D
64pi2
[
2H(mui ,muj ,mD˜,mD˜) + 2H(mD,mD,mu˜i ,mu˜j)
]
, (A.30)
A
(L)
LL =
λ2XL(λ
1
XL)
3
64pi2
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mL˜,mL˜) + 2H(mL,mL,mx˜,mx˜)
]
, (A.31)
A
(Q)
LL =
λ1iQλ
2i
Qλ
1j
Qλ
1j
Q
64pi2
[
2H(mQ,mQ,md˜c i ,md˜c j) + 2H(mdi ,mdj ,mQ˜,mQ˜).
]
(A.32)
Note that we generally a factor of two larger contribution since two electrons are identical.
We now summarize the results for X``ec here. We have two UV completion models (L)
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and (E), as defined in Eq. (II.16) and (II.17), respectively. For the model (L), we have
A
(L)
LL =
1
64pi2
[
λ2XL(λ
1
XL)
3
[
2H(mX ,mX ,mL˜,mL˜) + 2H(mL,mL,mx˜,mx˜
]
(A.33)
+λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
1j
L λ
1j
L
[
2H(mL,mL,me˜c i ,me˜c j) + 2H(mei ,mej ,mL˜,mL˜)
]]
,
A
(L)
RR =
λi1Lλ
i2
Lλ
j1
L λ
j1
L
64pi2
[
2H(mL,mL,me˜i ,me˜j) + 2H(mei ,mej ,mL˜,mL˜)
+2H(mL,mL,mν˜i ,mν˜j) + 2H(mνi ,mνj ,mL˜,mL˜)
]
,
A
(L)
RL =
λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
j1
L λ
j1
64pi2
[
H(mei ,mej ,mL˜,mL˜) +H(mL,mL,me˜c i ,me˜c j)
]
−λ
1
XLλ
2
XLλ
i1
Lλ
i1
L
32pi2
m2LK(mL,mL,mx˜,mν˜i) ,
A
(L)
LR =
λi1Lλ
i2
Lλ
1j
L λ
1j
L
64pi2
[
H(mei ,mej ,mL˜,mL˜) +H(mL,mL,me˜i ,me˜j)
]
−λ
i1
Lλ
i2
Lλ
1
XLλ
1
XL
32pi2
m2LK(mL,mL,mν˜i ,mx˜) .
For the model (E),
A
(E)
LL =
λ13E λ
23
E λ
1j
E λ
1j
E
64pi2
[
2H(mν3 ,mνj ,mE˜,mE˜) + 2H(mE,mE,mν˜3 ,mν˜i)
]
, (A.34)
A
(E)
RR =
λ2XE(λ
1
XE)
3
64pi2
(2H(mX ,mX ,mE˜,mE˜) + 2H(mE,mE,mx˜,mx˜)) ,
A
(E)
RL = −
λ13E λ
23
E λ
1
XEλ
1
XE
32pi2
m2EK(mE,mE,mx˜,mν˜3) ,
A
(E)
LR = −
λ1XEλ
2
XEλ
1j
E λ
1j
E
32pi2
m2EK(mE,mE,mx˜,mν˜j) ,
where the index j runs over only the second and the third generation since the indices in
λE couplings are antisymmetric.
We summarize the µ− → e−e+e− constraints in Table VIII under the assumption mX ∼
mx˜  msoft  mD,mL,mQ,mE. For the X``ec model, the couplings in the table are[ (
λ2XL(λ
1
XL)
3 + (λ1iLλ
2i
L )
2
)2
+ 4
(
λi1Lλ
i2
Lλ
j1
L λ
j1
L
)2
+
1
4
(
λ1iLλ
2i
Lλ
j1
L λ
j1
L − λ1XLλ2XLλi1Lλi1LRL
)2
+
1
4
(
λi1Lλ
i2
Lλ
1j
L λ
1j
L − λi1Lλi2Lλ1XLλ1XLRL
)2 ]1/2
(A.35)
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FIG. 24: General 3-body and 4-body decays of the LOSP in ADM models. Special cases are
depicted in Fig. 1. Here, we denote scalar fields by φ and fermion fields by ψ.
for the model (L) and[ (
λ13E λ
23
E λ
1j
E λ
1j
E
)2
+
(
λ2XE(λ
1
XE)
3)
)2
+
1
4
((
λ13E λ
23
E λ
1
XEλ
1
XE
)2
+
(
λ1XEλ
2
XEλ
1i
Eλ
1i
E
)2)
R2E
]1/2
(A.36)
for the model (E).
Appendix B: Decay Through Dimension Five Effective Operators
This appendix summarizes the calculation of the LOSP decay width through dimension-
five operators in the effective Lagrangian in ADM models. We consider three-body decays
through a contact interaction and four-body decays through an off-shell intermediate particle
as shown in Fig. 24.
The effective dimension-four superpotential operators of ADM models, which yields a
dimension-five Lagrangian, are generically of the form
Weff =
dIJKL
Λ
ΦI1Φ
J
2 Φ
L
3 Φ
L
4 =
λijklcabcd
Λ
Φia1 Φ
jb
2 Φ
kc
3 Φ
ld
4 , (B.1)
where I = (i, a), J = (j, b), K = (k, c) and L = (l, d) represent the flavor indices i, j, k, l
and the gauge indices a, b, c, d respectively for the corresponding chiral superfields8. dIJKL’s
8 In this generic calculation, we treat Φ1, Φ2, Φ3 and Φ4 as distinct fields. If some fields are the same, we
need to compensate the resultant formulae by an appropriate symmetry factor in the definition of Weff .
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are the coefficient of the superpotential term, which is factorized by a flavor-dependent
coefficient λijkl and a purely gauge-group dependent Clebsh-Gordon coefficient cabcd.
The three- and four-body decays of an R-parity odd scalar φ1 or an R-parity odd fermion
ψ0 are shown in Fig. 24 (identical to the diagram Fig. 1, though with the particles labeled
now with numerical subscripts for notational clarity in what follows). We parameterize the
ordinary MSSM interaction among ψ0, φ1 and ψ5 by
∆L = −(g1)IJK φI1Ψ0JPLΨK5 − (g2)IJK φI2Ψ0JPRΨK5 + {h.c.}
= −(y1)ijkc˜abc φia1 Ψ0jbPLΨkc5 − (y2)ijkc˜abc φia2 Ψ0jbPRΨkc5 + {h.c.} (B.2)
where ψ3, ψ4 and ψ5 are SM fermions, and g1 and g2 are the coefficients. Here, we again use
the collective notation for gauge and flavor indices using I = (i, a), J = (j, b) and K = (k, c).
g1 and g2 are factorized into a flavor-dependent coupling y1 and y2, and a Clebsch-Gordon
coefficient c˜ for the gauge group. We will take ψ3, ψ4 and ψ5 to be massless since they are
SM fermions, ignoring top quarks in the final state. φ2 will be the scalar particle of an ADM
chiral multiplet X. In natural ADM scenarios, the mass of φ2 will be around 10 GeV. We
can additionally simplify resultant expressions if we treat φ2 as being massless.
1. Three-Body Decay Through a Contact Interaction
The spin-averaged amplitude square for the process of Fig. 24a is given by
|M|2 = 1
N1
∑
I,J,K,L
|dIJKL|2
Λ2
(4p3 · p4), (B.3)
where dIJKL is the coefficient of the effective superpotential operator in Eq. (B.1), and I, J,K
and L denote the gauge and flavor indices collectively for φ1, φ2, ψ3 and ψ4, respectively.
Here, the notation pX implies the momentum of particle X. We average the amplitude
squared over the initial states of the decayed particle, so we have the number of internal
degrees of freedom N1 of φ1 in the denominator. For example, if φ1 is a color-triplet SU(2)-
doublet scalar particle, N1 is 3×2 = 6. Then, the differential decay width for the three-body
decay process can be expressed in terms of invariant masses:
dΓ =
1
(2pi)3
1
32m31
|M|2 dm223 dm234, (B.4)
where m23 = (p2 + p3)
2 and m34 = (p3 + p4)
2. The limits of integration for obtaining the
total decay width is determined by the kinematic constraints on the system. In general cases
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(R1, R2, R3, R4)
SU(2) CSU(2) (R1, R2, R3, R4)
SU(3) CSU(3)
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1 (1, 1, 1, 1) 1
(1, 1, 2, 2) & perm ab
ab = 2 (3, 3, 1, 1) & perm δ ba δ
a
b = 3
(2, 2, 2, 2) & perm abcd
abcd = 4 (3, 3, 3, 3) & perm δ ba δ
d
c δ
a
b δ
c
d = 9
(3, 3, 3, 1) & perm abc
abc = 6
TABLE IX: Group theoretical factors for 3-body decay through a contact interaction. Here, δab
is the Kronecker delta, ab and abc are Levi-Civita symbols. Note that the overall switch between
complex representations 3 and 3 does not change the factor.
with arbitrary masses, the integration domain is represented by a Dalitz plot. Considering
only m3 = m4 = 0, the domain for m12 and m34 are given by(
m223
)
min
= m22,
(
m223
)
max
= m21. (B.5)(
m234
)
min
= 0,
(
m234
)
max
=
(m223 −m22)(m21 −m223)
m223
, (B.6)
By integrating over the domain, we obtain the total decay width
Γ =
CSU(2)CSU(3)
(128pi3N1) (m31Λ
2)
(∑
i,j,k,l
|λijkl|2
)
× (B.7)
×
[
1
6
(m21 −m22)(m41 + 10m21m22 +m42)−m21m22(m21 +m22) log(m21/m22)
]
.
Note that we factorize the coupling factor
∑
i,j,k,l |dijkl|2 into the flavor-dependent coupling
squared
(∑
i,j,k,l |λijkl|2
)
and the group theoretical factor CSU(2)CSU(3) assuming only SU(2)
and SU(3) groups are relevant. In Table IX, we summarize CSU(2) and CSU(3) for various
possible combinations of the representations of participating particles.
2. Four-Body Decay Through An Intermediate Off-Shell Particle
Next we consider the case of Fig. 24b. The spin-averaged amplitude square is
|M|2 = 1
2N0
∑
I,I′,J,K,L,M,N
[
(g∗1g
′
1 + g
∗
2g
′
2)
dd′∗
Λ2
](
1
q2 −m21
)2
(4p0 · p5)(4p3 · p4), (B.8)
where the summation over I = (i, a) and I ′ = (i′, a′) is from the intermediate φ1 exchange,
and J = (j, b), K = (k, c), L = (l, d),M = (m, e), N = (n, f) denote the collective flavor
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SU(2) SU(3)
(R0, R5, R1, R2, R3, R4) DSU(2) (R0, R5, R1, R2, R3, R4) DSU(3)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 1 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 1
(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1) & perm bc
bc = 2 (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1) & perm δ cb δ
b
c = 3
(2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) ef 
ef = 2 (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3) bcdbcd = 6
(2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1) & perm ef 
ef bc
bc = 4 (3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1) δ fe δ ef = 3
(2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1) & perm fa
fa′aba′b = 2 (3, 3, 1, 3, 3, 1) & perm δ
f
e δ ef δ
c
b δ
b
c = 9
(2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2) & perm fa
fa′abcda′bcd = 4 (3, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3) δ
f
e δ ef bcd
bcd = 18
(3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1) & perm (T e) fa (T e) a
′
f 
aba′b =
3
2 (3, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1) & perm δ
a
f δ
;f
a′ δ
b
a δ
a′
b = 3
(3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) & perm (T e) fa (T e) a
′
f × (3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1) & perm δ af δ fa′ abca
′bc = 6
×abcda′bcd = 3 (3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3) & perm δ af δ fa′ δ ba δ dc δ a
′
b δ
c
d = 9
(3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1) & perm feafea′δ
b
a δ
a′
b = 6
(3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1) & perm feafea′abc
a′bc = 12
(3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) & perm feafea′δ
b
a δ
d
c δ
a′
b δ
c
d = 18
(8, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1) & perm (T e) fa (T e) a
′
f δ
a
b δ
b
a′ = 4
(8, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1) & perm (T e) fa (T e) a
′
f 
abca′bc = 8
(8, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) & perm (T e) fa (T e) a
′
f δ
a
b δ
d
c δ
b
a′δ
c
d = 12
TABLE X: Group theoretical factors for 4-body decay through an intermediate (off-shell) particle.
(TA)ab is σ
A
ab/2 for SU(2) and λ
A
ab/2 for SU(3), where σ
a’s and λa’s are Pauli and Gell-Mann
matrices, respectively. Permutations are defined only within underlined items (if underline is
disconnected, they are two separate permutation sets). Switching 3 with 3 altogether leads to the
same factor.
indices i, j, . . . and gauge indices a, b, . . . of the external particles φ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ0 and ψ5,
respectively. q = p2 + p3 + p4 is the momentum of the intermediate φ1. Here, we use
abbreviations g1 = (g1)IMN , g
′
1 = (g1)I′MN (and g2 and g
′
2 in the same way), d = dIJKL and
d′ = dI′JKL, where d’s and g’s are defined in Eq. (B.1) and Eq. (B.2). N0 represents the
number of internal degrees of freedom of ψ0, as in the 3-body decay case.
With similar tricks to the 3-body decay case by using the invariant masses of subsystems
as integration variables and decomposing the 4-body phase space (PS) integration into the
3-body and the 2-body PS integrations, one can get the analytic formula for the full decay
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width in the following integral form:
Γ =
1
3 · 210pi5N0
1
Λ2m30
( ∑
I,I′,J,K,L,M,N
(g∗1g
′
1 + g
∗
2g
′
2)(dd
′∗)
)
× (B.9)
×
∫ m20
m22
dq2
(m20 − q2)2
(q2 −m21)2
1
q2
[
1
6
(q2 −m22)(q4 + 10q2m22 +m42)− q2m22(q2 +m22) log(q2/m22)
]
.
For nonzero m2, the analytic result from the integration in Eq. (B.10) is rather compli-
cated. For the most non-degenerate cases where SUSY particle mass difference is larger than
the typical ADM mass (∼ 10 GeV), we can safely assume that m2 = 0. In such cases, the
total decay width has a simplified form:
Γ =
DSU(2)DSU(3)
3 · 210pi5N0
1
Λ2m30
[ ∑
i,i′,j,k,l,m,n
((y∗1)imn(y1)i′mn + (y
∗
2)imn(y2)i′mn)
(
λijklλ
∗
i′jkl
)]×
×
[
1
3
m20(m
4
0 − 12m20m21 + 12m41) + 2m21(m21 −m20)(2m21 −m20) log
(
m21 −m20
m21
)]
, (B.10)
where we factorize the coupling factor
∑
(g∗1g
′
1 + g
∗
2g
′
2)(dd
′∗) into the flavor-dependent cou-
pling squared in terms of y1 and y2 defined in Eq. (B.2) with explicit flavor indices and the
group theoretical factor DSU(2)DSU(3), assuming only SU(2) and SU(3) groups are relevant
again. We summarize DSU(2) and DSU(3) for various combinations in Table X. One can check
that Γ ∼ m70
Λ2m41
in the limit m1  m0, as expected from a simple dimensional argument.
Appendix C: The ATLAS Analysis Observables
We summarize the experimental observables used for the ATLAS 0 lepton+2-6 jet+MET
and 1-2 lepton + 3-6 jet + MET analyses in the following.
• ~pmissT : Missing Transverse Momentum, the negative vector sum of the transverse
momentum pT ’s of identifiable objects.
• EmissT =
∣∣~pmissT ∣∣ : Missing Transverse Energy.
• ~pT (ji) : the transverse momentum ~pT of the i-th hardest jet in pT size ordering.
Without →, it implies the magnitude.
• ∆φ(obj, EmissT ) : Azimuthal angle between ~pT of a given object (jet or lepton) and
~pmissT .
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• meff(nj) : Effective Mass with the hardest n jets in pT size ordering. meff(nj) =∑
` pT (`)+
∑
i=1,...,n pT (ji)+E
miss
T including all signal leptons. In the 0 lepton analysis,
meff(Nj) means N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for channel A,B,C,D and E, respectively. In the 1-2
lepton analysis, mexcl.eff is defined similarly.
• meff(incl.) : Inclusive Effective Mass. Effective mass defined with all jets with pT > 40
GeV for the 0 lepton analysis, or with all signal jets for the 1 lepton analysis.
• Nb−tag : Number of b-tagged jets.
• mT : Transverse Mass of the lepton ` (for a single lepton event) and ~pmissT , mT =√
2 p`T E
miss
T [1− cos ∆φ(`, EmissT )]
• ∆Rmin(jet, `) : The minimum of ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 between the lepton ` (for a single
lepton event) and each signal jet.
• ∆φmin = min(∆φ(j1, EmissT ),∆φ(j2, EmissT )), where j1 and j2 are the first and second
hardest jets, respectively.
• mCT : Contransverse Mass of the two b-jets (for 2 b-jet events) defined bym2CT (b1, b2) =
[Eb1T + E
b2
T ]
2 − [~p b1T − ~p b2T ]2.
Appendix D: evchain: Subprocess Chaining for Event Generation
The event generation that is required for the analyses we have carried out in this paper
has a few technical challenges. As we see in Figs. 9 and 10, the cascade decay from the gluino
and/or the squarks gives rise to a large number of outgoing particles at parton level, so that
the phase space becomes very high-dimensional. In addition, the LOSP decays through a
non-renormalizable interaction, and especially the neutralino LOSP leads to a 4-body decay
through an intermediate off-shell squark or slepton. We also have exotic color vertices that
involve color index contraction with the invariant tensor ijk (i, j, k’s are color indices) in
the case of the ucdcdc models.
Such technical challenges strongly restrict the choice of available tools. As of now, non-
renormalizable interactions and exotic color vertices can be treated successfully by using
MadGraph5 [39]. However, MadGraph5 generates events by a Monte Carlo integration of
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Process Specification
i ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , iI}
j ∈ {j1, j2, . . . , jJ}
k ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , kK}
l ∈ {l1, l2, . . . , lL}
1 := MG 1
2 := MG 2i1, 2i2 . . .
3 := MG 3j1, 3j2 . . .
4 := MG 4k1, 4k2 . . .
5 := MG 5l1, 5l2 . . .
1
2
3
4
5
i
j
k
l
Phase 1
MG 1
MG 2i1
MG 2i2
...
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Branch
MG 3j1
MG 3i2
...
MG 2i14k1
MG 2i14k2
...
MG 2i24k1
MG 2i24k2
...
MG 3j15l1
MG 3j15l2
...
MG 3j25l1
MG 3j25l2
...
Phase 2
combine
L
H
E
Sa
ni
tiz
er
PY
T
H
IA
PG
S
FIG. 25: evchain pipeline
the matrix element over the full phase space, and with a higher multiplicity of final state
particles, the integration often leads to unbearably slow performance and a big accumulation
of error. This problem becomes worse if we have several on-shell particles in the process with
narrow decay widths since more careful sampling near on-shell poles is needed for a given
required accuracy, which will take more sampling iterations and will thus be more prone to
numerical errors.
Therefore, it is much more desirable to generate events by splitting a process into a few
subprocesses: production channels and decay modes, and to connect the subprocesses into a
single big event by doing appropriate transformation. Many Monte Carlo event generators
indeed do the job in this way. For MadGraph5, an external tool called BRIDGE is designed to
address this issue [49]. However, as far as we know, the BRIDGE tool is restricted to 2-body
or 3-body decays for each decay subprocess, and it is not clear whether the tool has been
actively maintained with the recent rapid changes of MadGraph5.
We address this difficulty by creating our own in-house tool called evchain [42]: an event
chaining tool that automatically orders MadGraph5 event generation for each subprocess
and combines resultant Les Houches Event (LHE) format files [50] into a single LHE for-
mat file by doing appropriate Lorentz transformations and color flow number adjustments.
Although the current version is tightly incorporated with MadGraph5, the general idea of
evchain is not restricted to MadGraph5 since we treat each subprocess as a module with
an interface of incoming and outgoing particles. Insofar as incoming and outgoing particle
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gluino = [1000021]
neutralino = [1000022]
jets = [1,2,3,4,-1,-2,-3,-4,21]
lepton_and_neutrino = [11,12,13,14,-11,-12,-13,-14]
adms = [9000201,-9000201,9000202,-9000202]
decay_gluino :: DDecay
decay_gluino = d (gluino, [decay_neutralino, t jets, t jets])
decay_neutralino :: DDecay
decay_neutralino = d (neutralino, [t lepton_and_neutrino, t jets, t jets, t adms])
total_process :: DCross
total_process = x (t proton, t proton, [decay_gluino, decay_gluino])
madgraph_process_map :: ProcSpecMap
madgraph_process_map =
fromList [ (Nothing , MGProc [] [ "p p > go go QED=0" ])
, (Just (3,1000021,[]) , MGProc [] [ "go > n1 j j " ] )
, (Just (4,1000021,[]) , MGProc [] [ "go > n1 j j " ] )
, (Just (1,1000022,[3]), MGProc [ "define lep = e+ e- mu+ mu- ve ve~ vm vm~ "
, "define sxx = sxxp sxxp~ " ]
[ "n1 > sxx lep j j " ] )
, (Just (1,1000022,[4]), MGProc [ "define lep = e+ e- mu+ mu- ve ve~ vm vm~ "
, "define sxx = sxxp sxxp~ " ]
[ "n1 > sxx lep j j " ] ) ]
FIG. 26: A haskell code example of evchain process specification for the g˜ − g˜ production of the
q`dc model with neutralino LOSP as shown in Fig. 10a. Note that we define multiparticles jets,
lepton and neutrino and adms for the sake of convenience.
types are matched, any event generator with any specific process can be used for generating
each subprocess. We also note that we do not aim to provide an automatic decay width
calculation, differently from BRIDGE. The total decay width must be provided by MadGraph5
or equivalent, while a relative branching ratio in one specific subprocess is automatically
given by actual event generation. By this design choice, we simplified program requirements
and we were able to generalize easily to any N-body decay processes. In the following, we
describe the tool in more detail.
evchain works as a “meta-event-generator” that supervises MadGraph5 event generation
for subprocesses. In Fig. 25, we show the overall pipeline of evchain event generation. The
tool is written in haskell [51], which is buildable by using ghc 7.4 or higher [52]. evchain
currently exists in a library form, so a user makes a program executable linked with evchain.
In the source code of the user’s program, the total event process is specified as a haskell
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tree data structure. The specification language as an Embedded Domain Specific Language
(EDSL) for evchain inside the haskell program is self-explanatory. We provide one example
of such a specification description in Fig. 26, which is gluino pair-production of the q`dc
model with neutralino LOSP as shown in Fig. 26. A total process is a production pro-
cess module with two incoming particles and arbitrary number of outgoing particles. Each
outgoing particle can be either a terminal particle or a decay process, which is a module
with one incoming particle and an arbitrary number of outgoing particles, where again an
outgoing particle of a decay process is either a terminal particle or a decay process, re-
cursively. An incoming/terminal particle is specified by a list of PDG codes, so that we
can define a collection of particles as incoming or outgoing particles for convenience. Each
subprocess is mapped into MadGraph5 processes. In the example, the total process is de-
fined in total process, which has decay gluino, and decay gluino is again defined by
decay neutralino. madgraph process map defines actual MadGraph5 commands for each
subprocess.
When running, the program will first prepare MadGraph5 directories for each subprocess.
As shown in Fig. 25, the on-shell particles (denoted as i, j, k, l in the figure) that connect
mother and daughter subprocesses can be multiple particles. evchain automatically pre-
pares for all of the cases as different working directories and avoids a name clash by making
different hash numbers for distinct subprocesses and particles. Since the same hash number
is produced for the same process specification, the preparation step can be efficiently done
only once for repeating event generations with different parameter sets. evchain provides
a configuration method for customizing the directory paths of relevant tools and working
directories, which is adjustable for various cluster computing setups.
After the preparation step, the event generation is done in two stages: (i) generating
LHE event files for each subprocess in the order of subprocess dependency, (ii) combining
LHE event files into a single LHE file to pass to the rest of the event generator (event
file sanitization, parton shower and hadronization using PYTHIA, and detector simulation
using PGS). evchain facilitates an event counter and classifier. In every step after finishing
each subprocess event generation, evchain counts the number of outgoing particles, and
orders the next dependent subprocess event generation for only the required number as
determined by the previous step. Once all of the subprocess event generation is done, the
combining routine runs through all events of the root subprocess, and recursively finds
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events in daughter subprocesses and chains them by adjusting particle numbers and color
flow numbers and transforming particle momenta in the daughter process from the rest
frame of decayed particle to the mother frame. After this, the total number of events of the
resultant LHE file are automatically matched with the number the user specifies, and the
LHE file is fed into the rest of the pipeline.
The evchain tool is designed to fit as a subsystem of pipeline, a cluster job coordinator
for common high-energy physics tasks, described in Appendix B. 3 in [53]. We plan to
improve the system with better support for general cluster facilities, at the same time as
implementing missing functionality such as spin correlations.
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